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Clown Glass has closed its doors. The shop was located downtown.

Clown closes doors
Staff Report

SHUN-JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

President Potter gives a speech after the opening of the meeting.

After almost 10 years in business, the St. Cloud branch of the Clown Glass
Company closed its doors.
Located at 708 W St. Germain, the store sold hand-blown glass goods
made in Minneapolis. Popular items included pipes, beads, mugs, paper
weights, vases, tumblers, ash trays, candle holders, marbles, oil lamps, dishes
and sculptures.
Walking past the shop window on a given day, patrons could see the colorful handiwork of local artisans displayed in glass cases around the store and in
the window.
Still currently located on Lyndale Avenue within Minneapolis, Clown Glass
has been open about 13 years.
The Minneapolis store also sells glass blowing supplies such as clear rods,
color rods, tubing, cork, graphite, glass tubing and various tools. This location
has 15 glass blowers on staff.
In 2010, Clown Glass was voted “Best Place to Buy a Piece” by the
CityPages.
For more information on the store’s closing, check out next week’s University Chronicle.

Resume Writing
Seminars
3:30 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.
This event is free and open
to the public and will take
place at Centennial Hall,
room 207. This event will
teach attendees how to write
a resumé. They will also link
“Resumé Writing 101” that
students will watch.

John Russett
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Student organizations at SCSU are now one step closer to retaining,
in future years, the $16,000 they were collectively charged last year.
On Thursday evening the Student Government passed a resolution
_PQKPQ[\PMÅZ[\[\MXQVOQ^QVO[\]LMV\WZOIVQbI\QWV[\PMWX\QWVWN OWing off-campus for their banking needs.
¹<PMZM[WT]\QWVQ[[]XXWZ\QVO\PMLQ[KWV\QV]I\QWVWN \PMÅ^MXMZKMV\
indirect costs of the student 900 accounts,” said Samantha Ivey, president of Student Government.
<PMÅ^MXMZKMV\NMM_I[X]\QV\WXTIKM\_WaMIZ[IOWJ]\TI[\aMIZ
_I[\PMÅZ[\aMIZ[\]LMV\OZW]X[_MZMKPIZOML1^Ma[IQL
<_WaMIZ[IOW_PMV\PMNMM_I[ÅZ[\X]\QVXTIKM\PMXZM[QLMV\WN 
Student Government had negotiated the postponement of the fees for
a year. Last year’s president thought she had done the same thing, Ivey
said.
“Well, there was a miscommunication and they got charged,” she
said. “To avoid that miscommunication again we’re really putting our
foot down and trying to formulate, to form a resolution … this will give
us a little more leverage when in negotiations.”
Ivey said one of the main reasons for proposing this resolution was

Thursday

6HH+,$-"./-.0&'&!"#$

Paragraph 175 documents
persecution of homosexuals
YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

BEAT REPORTER

Under the Nazi regime in the
early 20th century, “Paragraph
175” forbade any homosexual
relations between male partners
as well as criminalized bestiality
and other disapproved sexual acts.
Throughout history, members of
the homosexual community have
been persecuted as a result of
their sexual orientation and often
have been “dehumanized” by the
numerous restrictions and policies
placed upon them.
On Feb. 1, the Atwood
Memorial Theater showcased
“Paragraph 175”, an award-
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winning documentary regarding
the persecution and treatment of
homosexuals in Nazi Germany.
Filmed in 2000 by Klaus Müller,
a German historian and current
project director for Western Europe for the U.S. Holocaust Museum, the documentary brought
forth the untold stories of the
homosexual men and women who
survived World War II through
personal interviews and historical
narration.
The audience listened as
the men within the documentary discussed their loves, losses,
and pain in raw detail. The

6HH()*&'&!"#$

Men’s Basketball splits

Internship Search and
Prep
12:30 p.m. - 1:30
This event is free and open
to the public and will take
place at Centennial Hall,
room 207. This event will
\MIKPI\\MVLMM[\WÅVL
internships and make
contact with potential
employers.

Tuesday

Student government to
strike down 5 percent fee

Brenna Casey

10 easy steps to Twitter
and Tumblr
10 a.m. - 10:45 a.m.
This event is free and open
to the public and will take
place at the Miller Center
room 205. The presentation
will be about how to
mircoblog with both Twitter
and Tumblr.

Volunteer Peter V. announcing a song in KVSC’s live studio.
KVSC will be hosting trivia for 50 hours straight this week.

KVSC to host trivia weekend
Brenna Casey
BEAT REPORTER

Perhaps the most awaited weekend for the SCSU community is
Trivia Weekend, in which thousands of participants join together in a
battle of wit and strategy.
This coming weekend over 150 volunteers, 60 teams, and 22 phone
lines will help to create the 33rd annual Trivia Weekend.
Debuting in 1980, Trivia Weekend was meant to help alleviate
SCSU students’ cabin fever in the midst of winter. Since then, it has

6HH!"#$#%&'&!"#$

Page 16
SCSU lost to Winona State on Friday,
but came back to
defeat Upper Iowa
on Saturday night.

Pachanga honors Marley

MnSCU Purchasing
Control System: The
Fundamentals
1 - 2 p.m.
This event is free and open
to faculty. This event is
hosted at Centennial Hall,
room 351. The workshop
will focus on teaching
attendees how to set up
a purchase through the
MnSCU system.

Weekend
33 1/3rd Trivia
This event will be 50
straight hours of KVSC
trivia. Teams throughout
the U.S. will be competing.
The event will end in an
awards ceremony at Ritsche
Auditorium on Sunday.
Page 8
The Stearns County Pachanga Society performed their
annual concert in
honor of Bob Marley’s birthday.
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ANNUAL
OSCAR CONTEST
Once a year you get a chance to participate in the world famous University Chronicle
and KVSC-FM Oscar Contest. It costs you absolutely nothing and you might win free
movie passes -- Maybe hear your name on St. Cloud's finest independent public radio
station, and see it in print in the State’s highest award winning college newspaper.
Make your guesses on the form below.
Turn it in to the University Chronicle, KVSC or the Mass Communications office
(SH125). Good Luck!
Name___________________________Address_________________________
email____________________________ Phone__________________________
Best Picture
____The Artist
____The Descendants
____Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close
____Hugo
____Midnight in Paris

____The Help
____Moneyball
____War Horse
____The Tree of Life

Best Actor
Best Actress
____Demian Bichir: "A Better Life"
_____Glenn Close: "Albert Nobbs"
____George Clooney: "The Decendants" _____Viola Davis: "The Help"
____Jean Dujardin: "The Artist"
_____Rooney Mara: "The Girl-Dragon Tattoo"
____Gary Oldman: "Tinker Tailor Soldier..."_____Meryl Streep: "The Iron Lady"
____Brad Pitt: "Moneyball"
_____Michelle Williams: "Week With Marilyn"
Best Supporting Actor
Best Supporting Actress
____Kenneth Branagh: "Week with Marilyn" _____Berenice Bejo: "The Artist"
____Jonah Hill: "Moneyball"
_____Jessica Chastain: "The Help"
____Nick Nolte: "Warrior"
_____Melissa McCarthy: "Bridesmaids"
____Christopher Plummer: "Beginners"
_____Janet McTeer: "Albert Nobbs"
____Max Von Sydow: "Extremely Loud. . ." _____Octavia Spencer: "The Help"
Best Director
____Woody Allen: "Midnight in Paris"
____Michel Hazanavicius: "The Artist"
____Terrence Malick: "The Tree of Life"
____Alexander Payne: "The Descendants"
____Martin Scorsese: "Hugo"

Tie Breaker: Cinematography
____"The Artist"
____"The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo"
____"Hugo"
____"The Tree of Life"
____"War Horse"

One Entry per person. Entry deadline: Noon Feb. 24th
FAX: 320 308-5337 www.universitychronicle.net or KVSC.org or Stewart Hall 125
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SCSU’s tuition increase
to be capped at 5%
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

SHUN-JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Senators take a vote at the Student Government meeting.

Government
Continued from Page 1
to give student organizations options.
“I want to give students the ability to go somewhere
else. We do live in a capitalistic type society, and people
should have options. If they don’t like the fees they have
at one bank they should be able to go to another place
because technically university administration is student
organizations’ banks,” Ivey said.
?PMZM\PMUWVMaOMVMZI\MLNZWU\PMÅ^MXMZKMV\NMM
ends up, however, is a mystery, Ivey said.
“The administration say that there was a lot of work
going into the transferring and the actual work in the BusiVM[[7NÅKM<PMZM_I[_WZS\PI\VMMLML\WJMXIQLNWZ
They thought the university budget was not the place for
that. I agree and disagree” she said.
If there are student organizations that are incurring
costs then the fee is necessary, Ivey said.
“They tell us it goes to paying for the administrative
costs to run these accounts. But, you know, it’s all on one
big general ledger,” she said.
Ivey wasn’t the only one who was outspoken on the
resolution. Christopher Norton, Student Government vice
president, also voiced his opinion during discussions on
Thursday evening.
He said he was wholly opposed to the university chargQVOIÅ^MXMZKMV\NMMNWZZM^MV]MOMVMZI\MLJa[\]LMV\
organizations.
¹?M¼ZMOM\\QVOVW\PQVOW]\WN \PQ[Å^MXMZKMV\º6WZ\WV
said. He went on to say there is no way of tracking where
the money goes and that these indirect fees are a tool that
has been used to balance the university’s budget.
“They wanted to make up some portion of their budget. Where this goes, we don’t know,” Ivey said.
Not all of the voices heard on Thursday night were in
WXXW[Q\QWV\W\PMÅ^MXMZKMV\NMMJMQVOI[[M[[ML\W[\]LMV\
organizations. Student Government member Jarrod Wiggins spoke to some of the reasons why the fee was in place,
citing Diana Burlison, Administrative Affairs associate vice
president. According to Wiggins, Burlison said the fee was
there to ensure all safety precautions are in place for students and essentially gives students some room for mistakes
with the consequences not being nearly as severe.
Ivey also said that the purpose of the fees was not entirely unfounded.
¹<PMZMIZM[WUMNIQZTa[QOVQÅKIV\ZMI[WV[_PaQ\¼[
there,” she said. The university gives student organizations
legal liability coverage, keeps records for seven years for tax
purposes, as well as doing the organizations’ 1099 forms.
Ivey said she just wants student organizations to have the
ability to go elsewhere if a better opportunity for that organization is present.
Nicholas Garland, Student Constitution Review Committee Chair, said the money in some of these student
WZOIVQbI\QWV[¼J]LOM\[IZMITZMILaLM[QOVI\MLIVLIÅ^M
XMZKMV\K]\KIVJM[QOVQÅKIV\NWZ\PMQZWZOIVQbI\QWV[
“Sixteen-thousand dollars is a lot of student money.
That’s fundraising dollars, that’s their dues, that’s money
coming directly out of their pockets,” Ivey said.
“They don’t give us the option of going off campus if
the organization feels they have their stuff together, if they
have their affairs in order. If they have the capacity to go
off campus and deal with all the legal implications they
should be able to do so,” she said.
<ISQVOIVWZOIVQbI\QWV¼[ÅVIVKM[W]\[QLMWN \PMXZW\MKtion of the university isn’t without its risks, Ivey said.
“There are a lot of things student organizations would
have to know about in order to make an informed deci-

175
Continued from Page 1

SHUN-JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Senator May talks about how he can manage the
position as a treasurer.

sion,” she said, adding most likely the one person holding
the account would be personally responsible, however you
can set up business accounts and LLCs.
Ivey explained there are two types of student accounts.
<PMZMIZM)KKW]V\[_PQKPIZM[XMKQÅKITTaNWZUWVMa
that is given to student organizations through Student Government. The 900 Accounts are strictly for money from
fundraising, dues and any other revenue that would come
from a student organization.
Any student organization that incurs $5,000 in revenue
_QTTJMI[[M[[ML\PMÅ^MXMZKMV\QVLQZMK\NMM1^Ma[IQL
¹1N \PMaPI^MIVQVÆW_WN  QVIÅ[KITaMIZ\PMa
are charged,” she said.
<PQ[ZM[WT]\QWVQ[R][\\PMÅZ[\[\MXWN ITWVOXZWKM[[\W
eradicate the fee for student organizations.
“This is going to take a lot of negotiation if it passes,”
Ivey said.
<PMZM[WT]\QWVXI[[MLJaIÅVIT^W\MWN \WNW]Z_Q\P
three abstentions.
Some of the student groups that were charged last year
include: men’s swimming and diving club, the American
Marketing Association, the Rowing Club, the Men’s Lacrosse Club, Nepalese Student Association, and the African
student association.

Francophone Night postponed till the 24th
Staff Report

Francophone Night has been
postponed, not cancelled, says Eunice
Gyamerah, secretary of the Francophone Club.
Gyamerah says the event had to
be rescheduled because “the board
members had other commitments”
and could not be there for the origi-

Students and faculty alike have raised concerns over a 5
percent cap on tuition increase, stating it could lead to major
cutbacks.
As ISELF, SCSU’s new science building, is being constructed, the issue of funding comes up. Recent cutbacks and
the tuition increase cap leaves many wondering how SCSU
will come up with the money.
Currently, tuition accounts for over 50 percent of revenue
for SCSU. Tuition will still increase, though several things will
be moved around in the budget in order to compensate for
this change.
“If you are out of balance, then you want to decrease
costs or increase revenue,” said Vice President of Administrative Affairs Steven Ludwig.
To make up for this cap, a few expenses will naturally
decline, as well as making cutbacks in key places. Naturally
LMKZMI[QVOXZQKM[QVNIK]T\aPMIT\PJMVMÅ\[_QTTIQL\PMJITance of the budget. A small decrease in natural gas prices will
also help to alleviate several of the budget concerns.
“[The university] expected a 10 percent reduction of
M`XMV[M[OWQVOQV\W\PMK]ZZMV\Å[KITaMIZº4]O_QO[IQL
Investments are one way that SCSU plans to make
enough money to balance budget concerns. The ISELF
building is at the forefront of this method. With this new
building, the university plans to make enough revenue to
break even for costs, and eventually increase its budget.
Other investments, such as the recent renovations to Shoemaker Hall and the Wick Science Building, will also aid in
adding revenue to the SCSU budget.
Debt services for ISELF will also not be realized this year,
which gives more time to balance the budget accordingly.
<PMN]TTKW[\_QTTVW\JMSVW_V]V\QT\PMÅ[KITaMIZ
The majority of cutbacks for this year’s budget will be
KZMLQ\[6W[XMKQÅKLMXIZ\UMV\Q[M`XMK\ML\WJMPQ\UWZM[Mverely than others by this as cutbacks will be spread throughout several departments.
Tuition will still increase, though not as drastically as
previously expected. Instead of increasing 6 percent in the
coming year, which was proposed prior to the cap, tuition will
increase the same as last year at 5 percent. This change only
represents a several hundred dollar difference from the previW][aMIZI[[\]LMV\[[I^MIZW]VL XMZXMZKMV\
The main goal of this cap is to protect students double
digit tuition increases, rather than save them increases for this
year alone.
The reaction from SCSU students towards the increase
cap has been generally positive. Enrollment is still the main
source of revenue, and the number of incoming freshmen for
NITT[MUM[\MZ_QTTJMIUWZMKTMIZIVITa[Q[WN \PMKIX¼[
overall effectiveness. Much of the enrollment competition
either goes to University of Minnesota, Duluth or University
of Minnesota, Twin Cities.
“We are still very competitive in relation to other places,”
said Director of Admissions Richard Shearer.
In comparison, University of Minnesota students could
see a double-digit tuition increase soon if a cap is not put into
place.
This cap will be put into place for the entire MnSCU
system, including universities such Mankato, and two-year
schools such as Anoka-Ramsey Community College.

nal time and date. The Francophone
Club, SCSU’s French language and
Cultures Club Organization, intends
to take advantage of the surprise
extension to make Francophone
Night even more fun than originally
planned, according to Gyamerah.
The Culture Night was originally
scheduled for Friday, February third
in the Cascade Room of Atwood, but

will now be held in the Ritsche Audi\WZQ]UWV.MJZ]IZa\PNZWU"
p.m. to 8:30 p.m. It will be focused on
‘edutainment’ about French-speaking
countries through dance, a fashion
show, and French cultural food, which
will not be limited to France alone.
The Francophone Club apologizes
for any inconveniences caused by the
change.

emotional accounts of their
personal struggles were followed by a discussion led by
Daniel Wildeson, director
of the Center of Holocaust
and Genocide Education
+0/-[QVKM!IVL
Brandon Johnson, interim director of SCSU’s
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Transgender(LGBT)
Resource Center.
The Atwood Memorial
Center’s gallery is currently
hosting the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum’s
exhibit “Nazi Persecution
of Homosexuals from
!!º\PZW]OP.MJ
;QVKM\PMM`PQJQ\
has traveled throughout the
nation and has helped to
educate the public about
the homosexual men who
were targeted during the
World War II era.
“The movie is great
background for the exhibit,” Wildeson said.
According to the
exhibit, approximately
one million homosexuals
resided within Nazi Germany and of those million,
50,000 were imprisoned
and another 5,000 to
15,000 were sent to concentration camps. Unlike
the homosexuals, lesbians
were not persecuted by the
Nazis as it was viewed as a
“temporary” phase within a
woman’s life.
Throughout the discussion, members of the audience had the opportunity to
express their opinions and
\PW]OP\[ZMOIZLQVO\PMÅTU
“People reduce the community to an act,” Johnson
said. “We need to think
PW__MZMITTaLMÅVM[M`]IT
orientation which is based

on a word called ‘attraction’
which is multi-layered in
terms of physical attraction,
emotional attraction, intellectual attraction, spiritual
attraction … The list goes
on and on.”
The Center of Holocaust and Genocide
Education is located on the
[MKWVLÆWWZWN \PM5QTTMZ
Center Library within room
<PM+0/-[W]OP\
to recognize the victims of
the Holocaust and genocides throughout the world,
“foster academic research”,
“enhance greater awareness”, and help to “develop
sensitivity to and understanding of anti-Semitism,
racism, sexism, hatred, and
oppression”, according to
its mission statement.
“It is a dimension of the
Holocaust is really not covered very much,” Wildeson
said. “I thought it was really
important to feature this aspect ... The presence in this
culture now is very vibrant
and current and hasn’t just
gone away. It’s very real.”
Additionally, Johnson
explained that the LGBT
community was often times
referred to as the “invisible
community” as it “transcends all religions, all ethnic and racial backgrounds”
and is “something that
exists everywhere.”
“Without us partnering together and shedding
more light on the community and the history of the
community, it will continue
to be invisible,” Johnson
said. “People will remain
indifferent until we all begin
working together.”
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Document outlines patterns in graduation, retention rates of SCSU’s Black students
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

“Tracking and improving success among SCSU’s black undergraduate students” is a document that SCSU releases and is open to the public. The document’s name is descriptive in that its
purpose is to track the graduation and retention rates of Black students and compare their rates to
the total of the student body.
The document shows some trends and helps get a picture on SCSU’s Black student population
and their success rates. According to the document, SCSU nearly quadrupled enrollment of black
students from the year 2000 to 2010 with 173 black students attending in 2000, jumping to 799 in
2010.
Judith Siminoe, special adviser to the president, said “St. Cloud State University has made it a
priority to try to serve students who identify as minority students. We have some initiatives to recruit
students into that group. If you talk to someone in admissions, they would talk to you about having
PQZMLIUWZMLQ^MZ[M[\INN \WZMKZ]Q\IVLPI^M[WUM[XMKQÅKLIa[IVLIK\Q^Q\QM[\WZMIKPW]\IVL
reach students in that group that they have colleges and options to join us.”
While enrollment of Black-identifying students may be on the rise, the retention rate for these
students remains lower than the total of SCSU’s population. The document tracks the six-year
graduation rates of students, which is the level of students who have graduated from SCSU within
six years after enrollment.
The document paints a different story for Black students’ retention rates. From 2000-2006,
the percentage of black students was 28 percent. In 2003-2009, the document’s most recent data,
that number increased to 38 percent. The document compares that data to the total of the student
population, whose graduation rates were 47 percent and 50 percent, respectively.
Siminoe said, “You see a lot of comment on the fact that graduation rates for minorities tends
to be lower than the graduation rate for students generally. Most people are kind of surprised that
the graduation rates for all students is lower than you would expect. At least I’m surprised by that.”
The document also tracks retention to second fall, which is the two-year retention rate of all
students. The retention rate for students identifying as Black from 2000-2009 hovered from a low of
50 percent to a high of 80 percent. The two-year retention rates for the total of SCSU’s population
was between 69 percent and 73 percent.
The document compares SCSU’s six-year graduation rates with the rest of MnSCU. SCSU falls
in at the highest for total retention rates compared to the rest of MnSCU at 38 percent. SCSU also
has the second highest population of students identifying as Black with 102, while MSU Mankato
had the highest at 110. Metropolitan State University is at the lowest of the MnSCU system with
zero Black students counted.
Siminoe said, “One of things I will tell you is a criticism of the IPEDS reporting system is that
if you are a population of primarily commuter students that are non-traditional, then they are more
TQSMTa\W\ISMTWVOMZ\PIV[Q`aMIZ[\WÅVQ[P1N aW]KW]TLOM\OZIL]I\QWVZI\M[NWZ\PMXMWXTM_PW
took 10 years because they were only able to attend part time, Metro State might do better because
they might be a commuter school population. We have a lot of commuter students here, but Metro
is right in the middle of the city and that tends to be a larger proportion of their student body.”
SCSU falls in the middle of the road as far as total student population’s six year graduation
rates when compared to the rest of MnSCU. Winona State University, MSU Mankato and Bemidji
State University all score higher than SCSU. Metropolitan State University, MSU Moorhead and
Southwest MSU all score lower than SCSU.

GRAPHIC DESIGNED BY KARLY HERRERA

This graph details the total rates of entering freshmen at SCSU. The graph
juxtaposes the total student population with the total population of students
identifying as black.
The document shows the number of students who have “met MnSCU’s persistence and completion” criteria. According to the document, students are successful if “they are currently enrolled,
or have graduated, or have transferred to another college or university.” The document does not
specify what kind of university or if it needs to be in the MnSCU system.
SCSU’s Black population meets the criteria of MnSCU persistence and completion with a high
success rate. The lowest six-year graduation number from the years 2000-2009 is 74 percent and
the highest is 95 percent. SCSU’s Black population also beat out the total of SCSU’s population
QV\MZU[WN XMZKMV\IOMQVUMM\QVO\PQ[KZQ\MZQI.ZWU\PMaMIZ[!*TIKS[\]LMV\[PILÅ^M
years of higher percentage completion than SCSU’s total population.
The document also turns its attention to the regions of the United States Black graduation
rates. New England scores the highest at around 43 percent, while the Great Lakes region, which
includes Minnesota and Wisconsin, scores the lowest at around 30 percent.

GRAPHIC DESIGNED BY KARLY HERRERA

GRAPHIC DESIGNED BY KARLY HERRERA

This graph shows the total enrollment of SCSU students who identify as Black
or African American.

This graph shows the six-year graduation rates of SCSU’s Black population
and total population.

Trivia
Continued from Page 1
become a community-wide event as dozens
of St. Cloud businesses and numerous
members of the community actively participate.
This year’s theme is “33 1/3: Trivia
Long Play”.
Heading the event is Jo McMullenBoyer, station manager of KVSC of 19
years, and Jim Gray, director of operations
since 1994.
“Trivia Weekend is our biggest community event which connects the campus and
the community with something creative
and fun to do in the middle of winter,”
McMullen-Boyer said. “We do it for a
number of reasons, it’s a great promotion
for the radio station, but it also means we
have lots of alumni and friends who come
back and are connected to us… it’s really
for recognizing our alumni and promoting the fact that it’s good to have fun in the
middle of winter.”
Beginning with only 25 teams, now over
60 teams are expected to take part in this
year’s 50-hour non-stop competition and is
now the second largest competition of its
kind in the nation.
“Teams have been around forever,”
McMullen-Boyer said. “It goes from grandparents to grandkids playing as teams have
been together for several decades.”
Questions range from topics such as the
Victorian era to baseball statistics, to music
history and album covers.
“When people think ‘trivia’ they think
of ‘Trivial Pursuit’ or ‘Jeopardy’,” Gray
said. “This is more of an information treasure map. You have to do research on how
\WÅVLIVIV[_MZ\WIY]M[\QWVº
An entire wing of Stewart Hall will
be dedicated to the success of this year’s
<ZQ^QI?MMSMVLI[=<>;_QTTJMÅTUQVO
live throughout the competition, with the

computer labs becoming the phone banks.
When teams call in with their answer,
they are given one of three answers: correct, incorrect, or incomplete.
Volunteers for the event must have at
least a three hour time commitment, and if
an individual completes 15 hours, he or she
is entitled to a free t-shirt.
Students and members are eligible to
sign up as a volunteer until the day of the
contest.
“It’s easy training, very engaging and
active,” McMullen-Boyer said.
The key writers for the event are responsible for the question making and are
typically SCSU alumni or former participants. This year’s lead writer is Marie
Richardson, who is being assisted by four
other individuals.
Local businesses are catering the event
as hot breakfasts and meals will be provided
to the participants. Additionally, a live band
will be performing within Stewart Hall’s
Ritsche Auditorium.
“There are over 60 businesses that are
supporting us,” McMullen-Boyer said.
“Those 60 are people who are giving us
money to off the costs of putting everything on and the phone lines and the
t-shirts… about 40 of those are businesses
getting us food or something to drink for
the volunteers.”
)ZMIZM[\I]ZIV\[[]KPI[8IKQÅK?WS
Sawatdee, Red Lobster and Ciatti’s will be
participating in this year’s catering.
“If you’re a volunteer, we try to have
something new and interesting every hour
and a half available,” McMullen-Boyer
explained.
Trivia Weekend will be broadcast
throughout the state of Minnesota as
UTVS, KSRQ of Thief River Falls,
KSMU in Mankato, and KMSK of Austin

YASMIN TCHMOLA / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Community volunteer Peter V. working at KVSC radio.

are expected to air the questions and live
updates of the event.
“It’s all kinds of learning experiences
for students who are here at the radio station,” McMullen-Boyer said. “It’s a very
hands on experience for event organizing
for our students… They’re going to learn
a lot when they’re part of a big event like
this.”
The awards ceremony will be taking
place on Sunday night at 8 p.m.
The winning team of the competition
will receive “bragging rights” along with
additional awards which have been donated
by St. Cloud businesses which in the past
have included movie tickets, restaurant gift

KMZ\QÅKI\M[RM_MTZaIVLI\ZI^MTQVOKMZIUQK
trophy which is passed along to the winning
team each year.
Teams interested in joining must complete their registration packet no later than
4:30 p.m. on Feb. 10. Registration materials
can be found online (kvsc.org).
“If you form a [new] team, don’t get
disgruntled,” McMullen-Boyer said. “Make
sure you have a good headquarters with
high-speed internet and a group of people
that can get along well. The more numbers
you have on your team, the more competitive you’re going to be… Because of the
history, it may take a year or two to get
your bearings.”
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Technology
SCSU’s wireless maps updated with changes in technology
Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

SCSU’s Wi-Fi maps are
currently undergoing major
changes as new technology
has been recently made available. Funded by the student
technology fee and contributions by SCSU and people in
residence halls, the current
wireless equipment throughout campus is up-to-date to
standard 802.11, according to
Phil Thorson, who is currently
working on the project.
“The key piece of this is
that we’re mapping this out
because it’s newer technology,” Thorson said. “We’re not
behind by three or four years;
this is current stuff.”
According to Thorson, the
\MIU¼[OWITQ[\WÅZ[\QLMV\QNa
any spots with weak coverage, then try to strengthen
the signal by either moving
wireless access points or by
purchasing more access points
in that area.
With newer technology
the team has found mapping
the Wi-Fi signals to be easier
than ever. When the wireless
VM\_WZS_I[ÅZ[\N]TTaLMployed across SCSU’s campus
in 2003, they set out to create
\PMQZÅZ[\OMVMZI\QWVKW^MZIOM
maps with just a hand-held
device, a few crayons and a
piece of paper.
“We didn’t have any way
of really doing it nicely with
the electronic heat map,”
Thorson said. “...So we took a
handheld device with a paper
map of the building and we
just recorded the readings of
each area that we were getting
in the building, and just made
colored maps on paper.” From

there, the maps were converted
electronically using Microsoft
Paint.
Tony Sorteberg, another
contributor to the project, said
they now use a device from
Berkeley Varitronics Systems
that electronically creates
the maps for them, making it
quicker and easier to map out
SCSU’s wireless signals. GPS
technology aides in creating
outdoor coverage maps, but
it doesn’t work indoors so
the team has to use a linear
ÅTM;WZ\MJMZO[IQL\PI\\PMa
haven’t completed them using
the GPS module yet as they
are still currently being made.
Though all three have
certainly had a hand in the
process, Sorteberg called it a
“one-man project”, him being
the current one man.
“Basically I started it just
to see that we had the process
in place and made sure we
had a good technique moving
forward,” Sorteberg said.
Sorteberg also said another
goal of his was to prepare
for another possible addition to the team this summer:
an unsuspecting student.
;\QTTaM\\WJMQLMV\QÅML\PM
student would have a technical background and possibly
either belong to a tech-based
program or work at the help
desk, especially if they aren’t
given much other work to do
during the summer.
“We’re actually working
right now on certain areas that
Tony can go and work in areas
in the building that you’re not
in the way during the regular
school year, and then we’re
planning out what we’re going to do during the different
breaks and summer,” Thorson said. “When we get into
summer, we’ll have allocated a

student for that kind of work.
That’s kind of the plan.”
Another man working on
the project is Mike Schomer,
the Residential Network coordinator. To map out Wi-Fi in
the residence halls, Schomer
relies heavily on user feedback, according to Sorteberg.
Sorteberg encouraged those
living in the residence halls to
report signs of weak or faded
Wi-Fi signals to the Help Desk
so that the team can try to
strengthen them.
The upcoming cost of the
project has yet to be determined, according to Thorson.
“If you look at it this way,
we’ve already invested in generations of multiple wireless
MY]QXUMV\[W\PMÅZ[\[M\WN 
equipment we’ve put in, we’ve
already gone in and done a full
replacement of that because
it had aged and technology
was newer,” Thorson said. “So
today I think we have good
wireless coverage. What we’re
trying to do is identify what it
would take to move us to more
of an excellent wireless coverage on campus.”
According to Sorteberg,
it takes the team roughly 3-4
days to complete an entire
ÆWWZQVITIZOMJ]QTLQVO[WQ\
takes a bit of time to completely map out each building. The
survey itself is expected to be
ÅVQ[PMLTI\MZ\PQ[[]UUMZ
Because they make minor
updates to the maps so often
as access points are changed or
added, the entire project will
VM^MZJMKWV[QLMZMLN]TTaÅVished. With that said, Thorson
estimated that the next major
mapping will be in a couple
years as new technology becomes available to them.

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUSKYNET

This is one of the older maps on wireless signals. Some of the old maps are still
up and are due to be redone. The old maps were made with Microsoft Paint.

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUSKYNET

An updated map of Brown hall is shown. The wireless signal maps were updated because of updated SCSU wireless coverage.

Business
Facebook management style should be emulated
Molly Willms
BUSINESS COLUMN

The always-controversial Mark Zuckerberg made the
announcement this week that Facebook would soon become
a publicly-traded company.
<PMKWUXIVa¼[ÅTQVOWN IV187WZQVQ\QITX]JTQKWNNMZing, was accompanied by the release of a lengthy letter by
Zuckerberg explaining how this decision aligned with the
company’s mission.
The letter, called “immature” by critics, makes an interesting allusion to “the Hacker Way,” a mindset adopted by
Facebook employees.
Zuckerberg defends his use of this term by explaining
that the word “hacker” has unfairly negative connotations
in today’s society. Hackers, with few exceptions, are simply

those who seek to improve existing infrastructure by testing
what can be done. There are those who use their talents
poorly, but most are looking to improve that which they
hack.
He says that a hacker mindset is the best way to run a
company that is focused on improving human relations and
VW\WVQVKZMI[QVOXZWÅ\NWZXZWÅ\¼[[ISM
The Hacker Way is a complete meritocracy: by following it, the company is focused completely on the best way
to do something, regardless of who proposes it. In his own
words, “The Hacker Way is an approach to building that
involves continuous improvement and iteration.”
Zuckerberg elaborates further throughout the letter on
the Hacker Way.
As a working manager and patron of technology, I have
to say I’m behind Zuckerberg on this method.
Thanks to the increasing availability of the Internet and

platforms like Facebook, user and consumer input is becoming an increasingly important part of companies’ business
plans. The old top-to-bottom, expert-to-consumer method
of deciding what’s the best way of doing things is no longer
lent much credibility.
For a revolutionary company like Facebook, this Hacker
?IaQ[MNÅKQMV\?PI\¼[UWZM\PMNIK\\PI\IKWUXIVa][ML
by millions of people and businesses has this attitude means
it will likely begin to be used more frequently in other areas
of business and management.
The result? Everything works better. The best ideas
are rewarded before weight is given to who has been there
longest or who has the most degrees.
Facebook’s management philosophy is the wave of the
future, and those critiquing it would be wise to take a second
look at the Hacker Way.
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ACROSS

1. Maori club
5. At a distance
9. Direct elsewhere
14. Historical periods
15. Anagram of “Mail”
16. Leave out
17. Largest continent
18. Border
19. Units of heredity
20. Friendly
22. Catkin
23. Come in
24. Ancient Roman magistrate
26. Governor (abbrev.)
29. 60 seconds
33. Not suitable or right
38. Supporter
39. Achy
40. Banish
42. Matured
43. Make less taut
45. Senseless
47. Shorttail weasel
48. Actress Lupino
49. Stubble
52. Increase
57. Formerly, a writing
tablet
60. Having two sides or
parts
63. Heathen
64. Auth. unknown
65. Fill to excess
66. Happening
67. Chair
68. Auditory
69. Fritter away
70. Slave
&RQÀQHG

crossword courtesy of
mirroreyes.com
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Twitter
DOWN

1. _____ and quiet
2. Malicious burning to
destroy property
3. Sully
4. Practice
5. Ends a prayer
6. Dry riverbed
7. Seaweed
8. Cede
(VSHFLDOO\ÀQHRUGHFRUDtive clothing
10. Primary
11. Monetary penalty
12. Biblical garden
13. Repose
21. Therefore
25. Be imminent
7KHÀUVWHYHQWLQDVHULHV
28. Annoy
30. Encourage
31. “Little piggies”

32. Concludes
33. Part of an archipelago
34. “Backwards room”
35. Formal school ball
36. Impervious
37. Edge
41. 52 in Roman numerals
44. Accord
46. Blowgun missile
50. Demean
51. Bordeaux and Burgandies
53. He told fables
54. Angered
55. Lustrous fabric
56. Choose
57. Upchuck
58. Magma
59. Matures
61. Money lent
62. ___ meridiem
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Corrections
.WZKTIZQÅKI\QWVWV\PM2IV
30 article “SGA proposes
5% fee on student group
accounts” please read John
:][[M\\¼[IZ\QKTM¹;\]LMV\
Government to strike down
5 percent fee” on page one.
We will correct any errors
of fact or misspelled names
promptly. Call 308.4086.
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Every patient deserves an informed decision
5WTTa?QTTU[
MANAGING EDITOR

1ZMILIVIZ\QKTM\PQ[_MMS\PI\UILMUa
heart break.
)_WUIVVIUML-TQ[M0QT\WV_ZW\MI
XW[\WVI+PZQ[\QIVXZWTQNM_MJ[Q\M\MTTQVO
\PM[\WZaWN PMZLI]OP\MZ_PW_I[ZIXML)N
\MZJMQVOUQ[[QVONWZ PW]Z[PMZLI]OP\MZ
_I[NW]VLIVLJZW]OP\\WIPW[XQ\IT_PMZMQV
UMLQKITXZWNM[[QWVIT[LM\MZUQVML\PI\[PM
PILJMMVJZ]\ITTaIVLZMXMI\MLTaZIXML
<PMa\WTL0QT\WVIVL\PMVOI^MPMZIV
emergency contraceptive pill, encourag
QVOPMZ\WOQ^MQ\\WPMZLI]OP\MZ_Q\PQV
hours.
)KKWZLQVO\W0QT\WV\PMXQTTZMUIQV[
]VWXMVMLQVPMZX]Z[M
<PMZMITPMIZ\JZMISKWUM[_Q\P\PMÅVIT
LM\IQT"0QT\WVIXXIZMV\TaVM^MZKWV[]T\MLPMZ
LI]OP\MZIJW]\_PI\[PM_IV\MLWZ_PI\_I[
best for her.
0MZLI]OP\MZPI[LM^MTWXUMV\ITLMTIa[
;PMPI[\PMKWOVQ\Q^MN]VK\QWVWN IVMQOP\\W
\MVaMIZWTL
6W\WVTa_QTT[PMNWZM^MZPI^M\WTQ^M_Q\P
\PMUMUWZaWN PMZ[M`]ITI[[I]T\VW\\W
UMV\QWVIVaXMZUIVMV\XPa[QKITLIUIOM

[PMUIaVW_JMKIZZaQVO\PMKPQTLWN IUIV
_PW[M`]ITTaI[[I]T\MLI^]TVMZIJTMP]UIV
being.
-TQ[M0QT\WVKTIQUML\PI\PILPMZLI]OP
\MZ¼[I[[IQTIV\JMMVIVa_PMZMVMIZPMZ[PM
_W]TLPI^M¹TQSMTaSQTTML\PMJI[\IZLº;PM
OWM[WV\WR][\QNa\PQ[]V+PZQ[\QIV[\I\MUMV\
Ja[IaQVO\PI\OQ^QVOPMZLI]OP\MZ8TIV*
_W]TLPI^MJMMV\IV\IUW]V\\WSQTTQVOIV
QVVWKMV\KPQTL
1V0QT\WV¼[[Q\]I\QWV1KIVPWVM[\Ta[Ia1
_W]TLPI^MNMT\XZM\\aJTWWL\PQZ[\a\W_IZL[
the assailant myself.
The frustrating thing is that she was will
QVO\WIJIVLWV\PM+PZQ[\QIV^IT]MWN ¹\PW]
shalt not kill” in the case that all mothers
_W]TL]VLMZ[\IVLJ]\VW\QV\PMKI[M\PI\
_W]TLIK\]ITTaPI^MJMVMÅ\MLPMZLI]OP\MZ
This is not to mention the fact that Plan
*Q[VW\I¹SQTTMZºLZ]O·Q\XZM^MV\[\PM
QUXTIV\I\QWVWN INMZ\QTQbMLMOO_PQKP\PMV
becomes a fetus. It prevents pregnancy before
\PMNIK\Q\LWM[V¼\MVLQ\IN\MZ
;WKWVOZI\]TI\QWV[5[0QT\WVAW]PI^M
[MV\aW]ZLI]OP\MZ[M^MZITUM[[IOM[_Q\P
your inaction.
First, her opinion is not important. She
PI[VWKWV\ZWTW^MZPMZTQNM;PMQ[ÅZ[\[M`]

ITTaI[[I]T\ML\PM]T\QUI\MTW[[WN KWV\ZWT
IVL\PMV[PMQ[VW\KWV[]T\MLI[\WPMZ\ZMI\
ment.
;MKWVLaW]PI^M[M\PMZ]XNWZITQNM[PM
LQLVW\_IV\IVLNWZ_PQKP[PM_I[\W\ITTa
]VXZMXIZML;PMQ[VW\WVTaVW_IZIXM
^QK\QU[PMUIaJMIUW\PMZAW]UIaPI^M
[]JRMK\MLIVW\PMZKPQTL\WaW]ZJIKS_IZL
_WZTL^QM_\PI\IOZW]XWN KMTT[Q[UWZM
QUXWZ\IV\\PIVITQ^QVOJZMI\PQVO[KIZML
vulnerable, hurt human being.
.QVITTaaW]PI^MUQ[QVNWZUMLPMZWV\PM
VI\]ZMWN KWV\ZIKMX\QWVAW]PI^M\ISMVIL
^IV\IOMWN \PMNIK\\PI\[PMLWM[V¼\N]VK\QWV
at a cognitive level that allows her to reason
TWOQKITTaIVLOM\N]TTQVNWZUI\QWVAW]¼^M
\I]OP\PMZaW]ZQLMWTWOa^MZ[][OQ^QVOPMZ
the truth.
4I\MZWV0QT\WV[IQL[PMLQLM`XTIQVPMZ
LMKQ[QWV\WPMZLI]OP\MZ0MZ_WZL[_MZM
¹<PI\SQVLWN UMLQKI\QWVUISM[aW]PI^MIV
IJWZ\QWVQN aW]¼ZMXZMOVIV\º0MZLI]OP\MZ
upon hearing this, was apparently grateful
[PMPILV¼\JMMVOQ^MVQ\
1\¼[\QUMNWZIKPIVOMQV^]TVMZIJTMIL]T\
IVLKPQTLTMOQ[TI\QWV1\¼[\QUMNWZLWK\WZ[\W
JMZMY]QZML\WML]KI\MM^MZaWVMWV\PMZMIT
Q\aWN _PI\KWV\ZIKMX\Q^M[LW*aM^MZaWVM1

UMIV\PMXI\QMV\[\PMU[MT^M[1\¼[IXW[[QJQTQ\a
\PI\0QT\WV¼[LI]OP\MZ[\QTT_W]TLPI^MKPW[MV
to refuse the pill.
1N \PI\_I[PMZQVNWZUMLKPWQKM1_W]TL
[\IVLJMPQVLPMZ<PMZMQ[VW¹ZQOP\º_Ia\W
ZMIK\\W[M`]ITI[[I]T\#Q\^IZQM[NZWUXMZ[WV
\WXMZ[WVIVLM`XMZQMVKM\WM`XMZQMVKM
<PMJM[\SQVLWN LMKQ[QWVQV\PM[MKI[M[
Q[IVQVNWZUMLWVM-^MVQN PMZKWOVQ\Q^M
IJQTQ\QM[IZMV¼\\aXQKITWN IXMZ[WVPMZIOM
[PMQ[IP]UIVJMQVOIXI\QMV\]VLMZLWK
\WZ¼[KIZM_PWLM[MZ^M[\WSVW_\PMW]\KWUM
WN IVaLMKQ[QWVUILMIJW]\PMZPMIT\PIVL
PMZJWLa
<PW][IVL[WN XMWXTM_Q\PLM^MTWXUMV\IT
LMTIa[IVLLQ[IJQTQ\QM[IZM[M`]ITTaI[[I]T\ML
M^MZaaMIZ1\¼[\QUM_MVW\WVTaILLZM[[ML
\PQ[XZWJTMUJ]\ZMM^IT]I\ML_PWUISM[
LMKQ[QWV[IN\MZ\PMNIK\
)LMKQ[QWVTQSM\PQ[[PW]TLJMJM\_MMV\PM
^QK\QUIVLIXMZ[WV_PWQ[KWVKMZVML_Q\P
\PM^QK\QU¼[_MTTJMQVO
1VUW[\KI[M[IUW\PMZKW]TL[MZ^MI[\PM
latter.
In the case of a mother who chooses
misinformation to suit her political leanings,
ILWK\WZQ[JM\\MZY]ITQÅML\WKPWW[M_PI\Q[
best for the victim.

0I^MIVWXQVQWV';MVLITM\\MZ
\W\PMMLQ\WZ
?MJ___]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
-UIQTWXQVQWV[(]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
5IQT;\M_IZ\0ITT;+;=;\+TW]L
56

)DQVNQRZ+DQVKRWßUVW
2WM-LUWVL[
COPY EDITOR

?PMVM^MZ0WTTa_WWLQ[UMV\QWVML
\PM_WZL¹OQUUQKSºQ[][]ITTaWVMWN \PM
ÅZ[\\PQVO[\PI\XWX[QVUaPMIL.ZWUWTL
QVL][\Za[\IXTM[[]KPI[\PMKTI[[QKKW_JWa
KPIZIK\MZ\WVM__Ia[\WLZQ^MQVI]LQ
MVKM[[]KPI[,ÅTU[\PMQVL][\Za_QTT
IT_Ia[ÅVLIVM__Ia\W[]KSMZ1UMIV
LZI_QVUWZMK][\WUMZ[
5IVaXMWXTMÅVL\PM\MUX\I\QWV[
\WOW[MM\PM[MUW^QM[IZMMI[QTaY]MTTML
Typically, they all suffer from the same
ÆI_[<PQVO[[]KPI[[PITTW_XTW\[TQ\\TM
\WVWKPIZIK\MZLM^MTWXUMV\IVLKTQKPM[
\PI\0WTTa_WWLJMI\\WLMI\PTWVOIOW
IZMKWUUWVQVUIVaWN \PMU=[QVO
KWUX]\MZOMVMZI\MLQUIOMZa+/1\W\PM
XWQV\_PMZMQ\KIVPIZLTaJMKITTMLITQ^M
IK\QWVUW^QMPI[IT[WJMKWUMIVQVL][\Za
[\IVLIZL
6W_QVPQ[TI\M[\I\\MUX\\WXZW^MPQ[
UQVLKWV\ZWTXW_MZ[/MWZOM4]KI[PI[
LMKQLML\W¹]XLI\MºPQ[UW^QM[][QVO,
ZMVLMZQVO)[;\IZ?IZ[PI[WVMWN \PM
TIZOM[\NIVJI[M[QV\PM_WZTLZQOP\VW_PM
will automatically make enough money for

PQ[VM_Q[TIVLOM\I_Ia
The people that take the largest hit in
\PQ[[Q\]I\QWVIZM\PMNIV[?M[\IVLJMTW_
4]KI[_Q\PXW]\QVOMaM[IVL_WVLMZ_Pa
PMPI[NWZ[ISMV][1V[\MILWN QOVWZQVO
\PMXZMY]MT\ZQTWOa-XQ[WLM[WVM\_WIVL
\PZMM_PQKPUW[\NIV[PI^MJMKWUMIK
K][\WUML\WPMKPWW[M[\W[PQVMPQ[TQOP\
on it.
¹;\IZ?IZ[-XQ[WLM1"<PM8PIV\WU
5MVIKMºQ[\PMÅZ[\ÅTUWV\PMKPWXXQVO
JTWKS\PW]OPQ\ITZMILaPILVWPMIL)[
U]KPI[XMWXTMPI\ML-_WS[QV¹:M\]ZV
WN \PM2MLQºQ\KW]TLVW\JMUI\KPML\W
the overwhelmingly negative reaction to
\PMKWUQKZMTQMN KPIZIK\MZ2IZ2IZ*QVS[1
_QTTOWVWN]Z\PMZLW_V\PI\ZWIL
<PM[MKPIVOM[[\IZ\ML_PMV4]KI[
ÅZ[\ZM^IUXML\PMWZQOQVIT\ZQTWOa-XQ
[WLM[1>>IVL>1QV!!.WZ\PMUW[\
XIZ\WVTaUQVWZKPIVOM[_MZMUILM\W
MIKPUW^QM\PW]OP_PW[PW\ÅZ[\KWV\QV
]M[\WJMIPW\\WXQKNWZI^QLNIV[;M^MZIT
[KMVM[_MZMILLML\PI\KW]TLVW\PI^M
JMMVLWVM_Q\P\MKPVWTWOa_PMV\PMUW^
QM[_MZMÅZ[\UILMJ]\\PMOMVMZITQV\MO
ZQ\aWN \PMÅTU[_MZMTMN\QV\IK\3MMXQVO
\PMQV\MOZQ\aWN PQ[ÅTU[Q[[WUM\PQVO\PI\

4]KI[NWZOW\IJW]\Y]Q\M[WUM\QUMIOW
0MNWK][M[WVMIZVQVOUWVMaVW_IVL
ZMTQM[WV\PMO]TTQJTM1UMIVTWaITNIV[
of the trilogies. The temptation to see any
Star Wars movie on the big screen is too
much for any fan to resist, many of which
_QTTPI^MVWXZWJTMUJ]aQVOQV\W\PM,
OQUUQKSUa[MTN QVKT]LML
At this point, Lucas must be aware
WN _PI\PMQ[LWQVO0M¼[ZQLQVOWVW]Z
JIKS[_Q\PIZW\\MVKIZZW\LIVOTQVOQV
front of our face. The only problem is
_MSVW_PW_JIL\PMKIZZW\Q[IVL_M
know we can probably get a better carrot
[WUM_PMZMMT[M*]\\PI\KIZZW\OI^M][[W
U]KPRWa_PMV_M_MZMaW]VOPW_KW]TL
Q\JMJIL\WLIa'
1_QTTKTW[M_Q\PIY]W\MNZWU\PM\MTM
^Q[QWV[PW_¹;XIKMLº_PWQTT][\ZI\ML\PQ[
point better than anyone else.
¹AW]IZM[WJTQVL AW][WLWVW\
]VLMZ[\IVL AW]_MZMV¼\\PMZMI\\PM
JMOQVVQVOAW]LWV¼\SVW_PW_OWWLQ\
_I[ 0W_QUXWZ\IV\ <PQ[Q[Q\NWZaW] 
<PQ[R]UXML]XÅZM_WZSLQ[XTIaWN I
\WaIL^MZ\ 8MWXTMTQSMaW]UISMUM[QKS 
?PI\¼[_ZWVO_Q\PaW]' º

Worth 100 Words
.WZP]VLZML[WN aMIZ[KWNNMMPI[
PMTXMLSMMX\PMOMVMZITXWX]TI\QWVNZWU
U]ZLMZQVO\PMQZJW[[M[aW]VOKPQTLZMV
IVLKW_WZSMZ[
What was once a bitter sip from your
OZIVLXIZMV\[¼UWZVQVOJZM_Q[VW_\PM
WVTa\PQVO\PI\SMMX[aW]KWV[KQW][IVL
UW\Q^I\MLMVW]OP\WI\\MVLaW]Z!IU
KTI[[JM[QLM[\PI\I\\ZIK\Q^MQVLQ^QL]ITQV
\PM\PQZLZW_
<PW[M_PWQV[Q[\WVZMUQVLQVO][
IJW]\\PM[\]V\MLOZW_\P[\IQVML\MM\P
IVL\PMKWZV]KWXQIWN LIVOMZ[I[[WKQI\ML
_Q\PKINNMQVMILLQK\QWVVMMLJMZMUQVLML
of the fact that coffee is the fuel of this
QV[\Q\]\QWVIVLITTQV[\Q\]\QWV[
6MMLTM[[\W[Ia[\Ia\PQZ[\aUaNZQMVL[

*ZMVVI+I[Ma
Beat Reporter

Do the right thing and spay or neuter your pet
4I]ZMV?QTTU[
OPINIONS EDITOR

The prospect of spaying or neutering an animal can seem like nothing but a costly
PI[[TM0W_M^MZOM\\QVOIVQUIT[Å`MLPI[JMVMÅ\[NWZJW\PXM\[IVL\PMQZW_VMZ[

?PaQ\Q[JMVMÅKQITNWZXM\[
)KKWZLQVO\W___I[XKIWZOOM\\QVOaW]ZXM\Å`MLI\IVMIZTaIOMZML]KM[\PMZQ[SWN 
[WUMKIVKMZ[JM\_MMVJW\POMVLMZ[WN LWO[IVLKI\[
1N IXM\Q[VW\[XIaMLWZVM]\MZMLQ\WJ^QW][TaQVKZMI[M[\PMIUW]V\WN ]V_IV\MLTQ\\MZ[
?PQTM\PMQLMIWN ITQ\\MZWN VM_JWZVX]XXQM[WZSQ\\MV[Q[MVKPIV\QVOIVLM`KQ\QVOQ\Q[
QUXWZ\IV\\WKWV[QLMZ\PM_MTTJMQVOWN ITTXIZ\QM[QV^WT^MLQVKT]LQVO\PMIVQUIT[)T\PW]OP
\PMQLMIQ[\WLQ[XMZ[M\PMTQ\\MZQV\WOWWLPWUM[Q\Q[VW\]VKWUUWVNWZ\PMWNN[XZQVOWN 
aW]ZXM\\WMVL]XQVI[PMT\MZWZPWUMTM[[NWZWVMZMI[WVWZIVW\PMZ5WZMIVLUWZM
IVQUIT[IZMM]\PIVQbMLMIKPaMIZL]M\WW^MZXWX]TI\QWVNZWU]V_IV\MLTQ\\MZ[1N aW]_IV\
X]XXQM[IVLSQ\\MV[\PMJM[\_Ia\WOWQ[\WILWX\NZWUI[PMT\MZ67<IJZMMLMZ
.WZ\PMTW^MIVL_MTTJMQVOWN UaXM\1_W]TLPI\M\W[MMQ\[VM_JIJQM[JMQVO[MV\\WI
[PMT\MZWZIXW\MV\QITTaJILPWUM
8M\[XIZ\QK]TIZTaUITM[_PWIZMVW\Å`MLIZMUWZMTQSMTa\WZ]VI_IaNZWUPWUMQV
[MIZKPWN IUI\M<PQ[KW]TL\]ZVaW]ZXM\WZQ\[WNN[XZQVOQV\WI[\ZIaIOIQVQVKZMI[QVOQ\[
KPIVKM[WN JMQVO[MV\\WI[PMT\MZ1\IT[WQVKZMI[M[\PMTQSMTQPWWLWN aW]ZXM\JMQVOP]Z\WZ
SQTTMLQVIKKQLMV\[WZINNMK\MLJaNWZKM[WN VI\]ZM
8M\[\MVL\WJM^MZa\MZZQ\WZQIT_PMV\PMaIZMQV\IK\IVLOM\\QVOXM\[Å`MLUISM[\PMU
more likely to stay home, to interact with their human families rather than their animal
ones.
)VQUIT[PI^MQV[\QVK\[TQSMP]UIV[<PMaIZMJZML\WMI\[TMMXIVLZMXZWL]KM1N IV
IVQUITXW[[M[[\PMIJQTQ\a\WZMXZWL]KMQ\_QTT\PQVSWN Q\I[[WUM\PQVO\PI\Q[WV\PM[IUM
QUXWZ\IVKMTM^MTWN MI\QVOIVL[TMMXQVO1N aW][\WXWZLWV¼\ITTW_IVIVQUIT\WZMXZWL]KM
Q\Q[N]TTWN MVMZOa\PI\VMML[\WJMZMTMI[MLIVL_QTTNMMTQ\Q[_ZWVO\WZMTMI[MQ\<PQ[XMV\
]XMVMZOaVMML[\WJMZMTMI[MLQVWVM_IaWZIVW\PMZIVLXMZ[WVITTa1_W]TLVW\_IV\\W
JMQVIZWWU_Q\PINZ][\ZI\MLKI\WZLWO1N \PMIVQUIT_I[Å`MLQ\_W]TLZML]KM\PMVMML
to release that energy by mating or otherwise.

?PaQ\Q[JMVMÅKQITNWZP]UIV[

+WUUWVNMIZ[IJW]\[XIaQVOWZVM]\MZQVOXM\[QVKT]LM\PMNMIZWN KPIVOMQVXMZ[WVITQ\a
I[_MTTI[_MQOP\OIQV)KKWZLQVO\W___[XKIQWZOXMZ[WVITQ\QM[OMVMZITTaKPIVOMNWZ\PM
JM\\MZXW[\[XIaQVOWZVM]\MZQVO
)[NIZI[_MQOP\OIQV\PMWVTaNIK\WZ[QV^WT^MLIZM[QUQTIZ\W\PW[MWN P]UIV["LQM\IVL
M`MZKQ[MIKKWZLQVO\W___I[XKIWZO1N ILWOWZKI\W^MZMI\[IVLLWM[V¼\PI^MILMY]I\M
M`MZKQ[M\PMa_QTTOIQV_MQOP\J]\\PI\PI[VW\PQVO\WLW_Q\P_PM\PMZ\PMIVQUITQ[Å`MLQ\
PI[\WLW_Q\P\PMIUW]V\\PMIVQUITQ[NMLI[_MTTI[XPa[QKITIK\Q^Q\a
5W[\XMWXTM\PQVS\PI\[XIaQVOWZVM]\MZQVOaW]ZXM\[Q[^MZaKW[\Ta<PMKW[\WN \PM[]Z
OMZaLMXMVL[WV\PMIVQUIT¼[IOMIVL_MQOP\I[_MTTI[W\PMZNIK\WZ[[WQ\Q[XW[[QJTMJ]\VW\
IT_Ia[\PMKI[M4M\¼[KWV[QLMZIKWV\ZI[\1N IVIVQUITQ[VW\Å`MLPMWZ[PMQ[UWZMTQSMTa
\W¹[XZIaºWZTMI^M\MZZQ\WZaUIZSQVO]ZQVM\PZW]OPW]\\PMPW][M1\_W]TLJMQV\MZM[\QVO\W
KWUXIZM\PMXZQKMWN KIZXM\IVL]XPWT[\MZaKTMIVQVO\W\PMXZQKMWN [XIaQVOWZVM]\MZQVO
surgery.
>M\JQTT[NWZXZMOVIV\IVQUIT[IVLVM_TQ\\MZ[KIVJMXZQKaI[_MTT
)OOZM[[QWVQ[KWUUWVIUWVOVWVVM]\MZMLUITM[IVL\PMZMKIVJMPQLLMVKW[\[WV
\PI\\WXQK_PM\PMZQ\Q[I^M\JQTTL]M\WIÅOP\_Q\PIVW\PMZIVQUITWZNMM[NWZWJMLQMVKM
KTI[[M[IVL[XMKQITKIZM
?PMVQ\KWUM[\WR][\\PMKW[\WN VM]\MZQVOQ[Q\ZMITTa_WZ\PM`XMV[M[LW_V\PMZWIL'
/M\\QVOaW]ZXM\Å`MLKIVQUXZW^M\PMQZJMPI^QWZUISQVO\PMUUWZMUIVIOMIJTMIVL
NIUQTaWZQMV\ML
;XIaQVOWZVM]\MZQVOaW]ZXM\[Q[OWWLNWZKWUU]VQ\aUMUJMZ[I[_MTTI[W_VMZ[)
LMKZMI[MQVWNN[XZQVOTMIL[\WILMKZMI[MQV[\ZIa[;\ZIaIVQUIT[WN\MVZIQ[MY]M[\QWVWN 
^QWTMVKMIVLQTTVM[[IUWVOKWUU]VQ\QM[IVLKIVJM_WZZQ[WUM1N ITTWZUW[\IVQUIT[QVIV
IZMIIZM[XIaMLWZVM]\MZMLQ\KIVQUXZW^MZMTI\QWV[PQX[JM\_MMVXMWXTMQV\PMKWUU]VQ\a
I[_MTTI[JM\_MMVXMWXTMIVLIVQUIT[
)TTWN \PM[MXWQV\[IZMVW\\W[Ia\PI\OM\\QVOaW]ZXM\[XIaMLWZVM]\MZML_QTTKZMI\MI
UQZIKTMXM\_PW_QTTJMQV[\IV\TaWJMLQMV\J]\\PM[QUXTM[]ZOMZaKIVUISMIP]OMLQNNMZ
MVKMQV\PM_WZTLWN IVQUIT[PMT\MZ[KWUU]VQ\QM[IVLNIUQTaPWUM[
.WZ\PM[ISM[INM\aIVLPMIT\PWN JW\PaW]IVLaW]ZXM\XTMI[MOM\\PMU[XIaMLWZ
VM]\MZML
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday, Jan. 6
at 8 p.m.
The Acoustic Project at The
Local Blend, Monday, Jan. 6
at 5 p.m.

61+3;15576;;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Open Mic at The Local Blend,
Tuesday, Jan. 7 at 7 p.m.
EMMI New Media
Performance at the
Performing Arts Center recital
hall, Tuesday, Jan. 7 at 7:30
p.m.
Dance in the Quarry at
Atwood Memorial Center,
Thursday, Feb. 9 at 7:30 p.m.
Mick Sterling at the Veranda
Lounge, Friday, Feb. 10 at 9
p.m.
The Complete Wrks of Wllm
Shkspr at Pioneer Place,
Friday, Feb. 10 and Saturday,
Feb. 11 at 7:30 p.m. and
Sunday, Feb. 12 at 2 p.m.

The Pachanga Society jams out some Bob Marley for their tribute concert at the Pioneer Place.

Pachanga Society pays tribute to Bob Marley
Andrew Gnirk
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Jamaican musician Bob
5IZTMa_I[JWZVWV.MJ!
In his life, he recorded a discography of music that earned him
the Grammy Lifetime AchieveUMV\)_IZLQVIVLUILM
him a symbol of good times, love,
freedom, and human dignity
around the world. Just three days
before what would have been his
67th birthday, the Stearns County
Pachanga Society paid their annual tribute to his life and music
with a concert at the Pioneer Place
on Fifth.
According to the band’s website (www.pachangasociety.com),
“pachanga” is a Spanish word
that roughly translates “[to] get
down, get loose, party, whoop it up
and have a good time together.”
The ethos of what the Pachanga
Society is all about matches that
WN 5IZTMa¼[_MTTIVLQ\ZMÆMK\[QV
their performance of his music.

Marley songs played at the
tribute included, “Waiting in
Vain”, “Redemption Song”, and
“Stir it Up”. But the band didn’t
limit themselves to songs from
the Bob Marley catalogue. They
played many tunes from all over
the world, including genres such
as Cha Cha and Ska. Many of
the songs, Marley or not, included
extended jam sessions with guitar,
SMaJWIZLÆ]\MIVLM^MVPIZmonica solos. A fun-loving, goofy
encore, included a metal-esque
keytar solo by Tony Bui and
guitarist Mark Hasbrouck picking
the riff to “Stairway to Heaven”
Ja4MLBMXXMTQVI\\PMKTW[MWN \PM
ÅVIT[WVO
The set featured guest performer Julian “Juju” McFarlane,
a bassist/vocalist from the band
Ipso Facto, who supplied vocals for
many of the songs. Juju not only
helped lead many of the Marley
tunes, but led the band in a few of
his own original songs as well. His
dreadlocks and joyful demeanor

evoked the spirit of Marley as well
as anything else that evening.
One noteworthy aside to the
band’s performance itself was the
presence of the hula hoop dancing, Twistin Vixens, two women
from St. Cloud who, according to
their website (www.twistinvixens.
com) “perform, teach hooping
classes and sell [their] own handmade hoops. “Colleen Hurley and
Kayla Kuhlmann performed their
brand of dance during much of
\PMÅZ[\PITN WN \PM[PW_[WUMtimes even using light up hula
hoops that glowed colorfully on
\PMLIZSMVMLLIVKMÆWWZ
The Pachanga Society used
to hand out instruments, percussion in particular, at their shows
for the audience members to play
along. The band no longer does
this, though, with the Society’s
vocalist/guitarist Mike Hasbrouck
explaining, “[because of] people
getting wasted… hundreds of
dollars worth of [instruments] got
wrecked.”

The audience instead had their
good time by occupying the dance
ÆWWZQVNZWV\WN \PM[\IOM-IZTaQV
the night not many people danced,
but as the night went on, and
more drinks were purchased, the
MV\QZMÆWWZ_I[XIKSML_Q\PLIVKers – some dancing as couples,
some by themselves – all enjoying the rhythms of the Pachanga
Society.
Near the end of the show,
the Society’s vocalist/percussionist Stacey Bauer encouraged the
audience to, “…carry that Bob
Marley spirit with you. Don’t
JMINZIQL°ºIN\MZ\PMaÅVQ[PML
playing the crowd-pleasing
“Three Little Birds”, that features
the lyric, “Don’t worry about a
thing, [because] every little thing
is gonna be all right.” It’s that,
and the other timeless messages
of Marley’s music, that makes
his songs meaningful to so many
people, and why bands like the
Pachanga Society continue to pay
tribute to him.

TALES FROM THE DEAD SCENE:

The Java Joint’s Troy and Shawn years
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

Paul ‘Stretch’ Diethelm at the
Veranda Lounge, Friday, Feb.
10 at 9 p.m.
Charmin Michelle & Twin
Cities Jazz Imports at the
House of Pizza in Sartell,
Friday, Feb. 10 at 7 p.m.
Dave Mordal Comedy at
the Red Carpet Nightclub,
Saturday, Feb. 11 at 9 p.m.
‘Nazi Persecution of
Homosexuals’ Art Exhibit in
the Atwood Memorial Center
Gallery Jan. 16-Feb. 23
Ann Reed Presents ‘Nothing
But Class: The Songs of
Dorothy Fields’ at the
Pioneer Place, Sunday, Feb.
12 at 7:30 p.m.

There was once a place in downtown St. Cloud where people of all
ages could pay $5 to see music and not have to drink. The place that
hosted this was known as the Java Joint.
The Java Joint was once a nexus of culture and music in St. Cloud.
The Joint existed for decades before Troy Cagle and Shawn Kroll bought
it. This article will focus on their involvement in the Joint.
Cagle said, “How it started was, an opportunity came. We (Shawn
Kroll and I) always had a mind for business, whether it was buying a junk
car and turning it around for $50 or selling a motorcycle. We were 20,
and we were downtown and Shawn said, ‘Hey I’ve got an opportunity.’
I thought we were going to look at a motorcycle or something down on
KIUX][\WÅ`]XIVL\Za\W[MTT0M_ITSMLQV\W\PM2I^IBIVL[IQL
‘What do you think of the opportunity?’ I said, ‘Where is it?’ and then I
was said ‘Sure, let’s do it.’ We took a loan out and there were a lot of hard
\QUM[J]\Q\\]ZVMLW]\_MTT<PM2WQV\IVL\PMB_MZMJI[QKITTa\PMM`IK\
same.”
The Java Joint was owned by Roxanne Chihos at the time when
Shawn and Troy bought it. There was some controversy with Roxanne’s
decision to sell the Joint to Troy and Shawn because of a previous promise she had made to the manager.
Cagle said, “It was nice to get in there and be able to make money
during the day with coffee. For years and years we were talking bad about
the Joint and now we owned it. We were met with a lot of struggle and
confrontation off the bat because kids thought we were going to change it.
We tried to reassure them. All of the employees left and a lot of customers left because we were the competitors.”
+IOTMIVL3ZWTTJW]OP\\PM2WQV\[PWZ\TaIN\MZ\PMBKTW[MLQV
The Joint was located downtown next to Clown Glass on West St. Germain.
Cagle said it wasn’t a money-maker, adding “Shawn had a full-time
job. I had a full-time job on the side. A lot of people thought we were
trust-fund babies from Sartell. We went in debt and we had to make a
business work to pay back the loan.”
“Anybody whose been in business or knows business knows that you
[\Z]OOTMNWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUM?M_MZM[\Z]OOTQVO\WJZMISM^MV?MVM^MZ
missed a payment and we paid our bills. The Java Joint was a little more
M[\IJTQ[PML\PMV\PMBI\\PI\\QUM_PQKP_I[M`KQ\QVOº+IOTM[IQL
<PM2WQV\¼[LMUQ[M_I[[QUQTIZ\W\PMB¼[QV\PI\\PMTIVLTWZLLMKQLML
not to renew their lease. The building that the Joint was originally in has
remained empty since the Joint’s closing in 2006.
“Pretty much what he (the landlord) said is that the youth that we
LZW^MLW_V\W_V_PQKP_I[IVa_PMZMJM\_MMV\PMIOM[WN _Q\P
\PMQZXIZMV\[\WLQLV¼\WV?M[\;\/MZUIQV0M[IQLaW]KIVJMWV
a side-street but not on St. Germain,” Cagle said.
The Java Joint had a very strict no-alcohol and no-drug policy. The
Joint existed before the Minnesota smoking ban and did allow for smoking within the venue.
“I was really pushing for a safe-zone where kids could come and
XIZMV\[LWV¼\PI^M\W_WZZa1¼UIKPMIXJIJa[Q\\MZNWZIVLIPITN PW]Z[
No drugs, no alcohol, no exceptions. I was really strict and I could smell

;0=621-A76/>1;=)4;-,1<7:

710 West St. Germain Street, now vacant, is the former
home of the Java Joint.
weed from two miles away. If I could smell weed or alcohol on you, you
weren’t allowed in unless you wanted to belly up to the bar and get some
coffee to sober up. There was no slack. I wanted a place where kids could
come and don’t have to worry about a drunk asshole for the most part.
They don’t have to worry about some kids selling drugs. I knew some
kids who did do the drugs and I said, ‘just don’t do it in here.’ They’re
kids, they’re going to do what they’re going to do but I just didn’t want it
there,” Cagle explained.
The Java Joint played shows on the weekends and had open mic
nights on Wednesdays. The Joint also sometimes played music on
Thursdays. Alongside the music, Cagle would also hold NA meetings on
Sundays.
“That was something really close to me,” Kroll said. “I’m not a part
of NA or AA, but I’m eleven years sober. I understood that people needed
help and a lot of those NA people came there and approached me. I
said, ‘On Sundays I would come in on my own time and help you guys.’
They always bought some coffee to drink and it was a safe place to go for
them.”
Two years after the Joint’s closing, a few of the employees decided to
ressurect the idea of the Java Joint in the short-lived Revival. The Revival
was located across Germain from the Joint. The Revival closed months
after it’s opening.
“You feel out after you closed how you’ve touched people’s lives. If
I could change one kid’s life, that’s my whole goal. All the debt, all the
stress, all the blood and tears and pain and suffering is worth it. When
you see, two or three years down the road, people coming up to you and
telling you how you made a difference in your life it’s worth it. It was a
great time. Shawn called me the other day and we got emotional. I wish
we could do it again, but we need the younger kids to revitalize it,” Cagle
explained.
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UW^QMOIUMITJ]UJWWS\PMI\MZ

‘The Lion King’ stays true to movie
Ciara Pritschet

[M^MZIT[KMVM[_MZMILLML;WUMWN \PM[M
NMT\TQSMLMTM\ML[KMVM[NZWU\PMUW^QM
_PQTMW\PMZ[NMT\\IKSMLWV.WZQV[\IVKM
1\¼[PIZL\WÅVL[WUMWVM_PWLWM[VW\ ;KIZPILIWVM[KMVMXTW\TQVM_PMZMPM
SVW_IJW]\,Q[VMa¼[¹<PM4QWV3QVOºQV
_IV\ML\WTQ^MNWZM^MZ\PZW]OPPQ[LM[KMVWVM_IaWZIVW\PMZJ]\Q\¼[VW\I[PIZL\W
LIV\[)N\MZ\PM[KMVMMVLMLQ\_I[VM^MZ
ÅVL[WUMWVM_PWQ[V¼\NIUQTQIZ_Q\P\PM
UMV\QWVMLIOIQV
[\IOMILIX\I\QWVWN \PM¹<PM4QWV3QVOº
7\PMZILLQ\QWVIT[KMVM[_MZMUWZMQV_PQKPQ[K]ZZMV\TaXTIaQVOI\\PM7ZXPM]U \MZM[\QVO<PMZM_I[IVILLML[KMVM_PMZM
<PMI\MZQV5QVVMIXWTQ[]V\QT.MJ
\PMI]LQMVKM_I[IJTM\W[MM\PMTQWVM[[M[
<PM¹<PM4QWV3QVOºQ[\PM[\WZaWN 
QVKT]LQVOIaW]VO6ITIP]V\QVO<PMaIK;QUJIIaW]VOTQWVK]J_PWQ[ÅZ[\QVTQVM \]ITTa\WWSIXIZ\\PMIV\MTWXMX]XXM\\PMa
\WQVPMZQ\\PM\PZWVMWN \PM8ZQLM4IVL[
KIX\]ZMLWV[\IOM
NZWUPQ[NI\PMZ5]NI[I=VNWZ\]VI\MTaPQ[
1VILLQ\QWV\W\PMWZQOQVIT[WVO[QV\PM
[KPMUQVO]VKTM;KIZ_IV\[\PM\PZWVMIVL UW^QM¹0IS]VI5I\I\IºIVL¹+QZKTMWN 
IZZIVOM[IV¹IKKQLMV\ITº_QTLMJMM[\[\IU4QNMº\PMZM_MZM[M^MZITVM_[WVO[5IVa
XMLMQVPWXM[WN SQTTQVOJW\P5]NI[IIVL
WN \PM[M[WVO[NMT\W]\WN XTIKMQV\PM
;QUJI)N\MZ\PM[\IUXMLM;KIZLQ[KW^MZ[
NIUQTQIZ[M\\QVOWN \PM[W]VL\ZIKSWN \PM
\PI\_PQTM5]NI[I_I[SQTTML;QUJI[]Z¹<PM4QWV3QVOº7VMWN \PMWVTa-VOTQ[P
^Q^ML;KIZ\PMVXTIV\[\PMQLMI\PI\;QUJI [WVO[\PI\1NMT\_I[[]KKM[[N]T_I[¹;PILQ[ZM[XWV[QJTMNWZPQ[NI\PMZ¼[LMI\PQV\PM
W_TIVLº[]VOJa6ITIJMKI][MQ\[UMTWLa
K]J¼[UQVLJMNWZM\MTTQVOPQU\W¹Z]VI_Ia PMI^QTaZMÆMK\[IVWZQOQVIT[WVONZWU\PM
IVLVM^MZZM\]ZVº;KIZ\PMV[MVL[PaMVI
UW^QM¼[[W]VL\ZIKS
UQVQWV[IN\MZPQ[VMXPM_J]\\PMa\WWNIQT
?PI\SMMX[\PQ[XZWL]K\QWVNZWUJMQVO
\WSQTTPQU
[QUXTaITQ^MIK\QWVM`\MVLML^MZ[QWVWN 
;QUJIQ[NW]VLQV\PMLM[MZ\Ja\_W
\PMUW^QMIZM\PM[\]VVQVO^Q[]IT[
W]\KI[\[<QUWVIUMMZSI\IVL8]UJII
<PMKW[\]UM[\ZIV[NWZUP]UIVIK\WZ[
I_IZ\PWO<PQVSQVOITQWVWN \PMQZW_V
QV\WIVQUITKPIZIK\MZ[5W[\WN \PMTQWV[
_W]TLJMOWWLNWZUWN XZW\MK\QWV\PMa
IVL\PMTQWVM[[M[PIL[WUM\PQVOJM\_MMV
ZM[K]MPQUIVL\MIKPPQU\PMQZXPQTW[WXPa IUI[SIVLIPMTUM\WV\PMQZPMIL[;KIZ
WN ¹PIS]VIUI\I\IºWZ¹VW_WZZQM[º
PILIUI[SPW^MZQVOW^MZPQ[NIKM\PI\
7VMLIa6ITI;QUJI¼[KPQTLPWWL
_W]TLKWUMLW_V[\ZMVO\PMVQVO\PMQTT]NZQMVL[PW_[]XTWWSQVONWZNWWLJMKI][M
[QWV\PI\\PMIK\WZXTIaQVO;KIZ_I[ITQWV
;KIZUIVIOML\WZQL\PM8ZQLM4IVL[WN Q\
BIb]\PMPWZVJQTTIL^Q[MZ\W5]NI[I
;PMZMUQVL[PQUWN ;QUJIWN PQ[ZM[XWV_I[XTIaMLJaIX]XXM\_PW[MWXMZI\WZ_I[
[QJQTQ\QM[IVL]T\QUI\MTaKWV^QVKM[PQU\W
LZM[[MLQVIJT]M[]Q\_Q\PTWVOJT]MIVL
ZM\]ZV\W8ZQLM:WKS_PMZM;KIZZM^MIT[PQ[ WZIVOMKWI\\IQT[IVLWZIVOM[PWM[
PIVLQV5]NI[I¼[LMI\PIVLQ[W^MZ\PZW_V
6W\ITTWN \PMKPWQKM[UILMIJW]\\PM
.WZXMWXTM_PWMVRWaILIX\I\QWV[\PI\
KW[\]UM[_MZM[WIXXMITQVOI[L]ZQVOI
[\QKS^MZaKTW[MTa\W\PMWZQOQVITUI\MZQIT
[KMVMLMXQK\QVO\PMTQWVM[[M[UW]ZVQVO
\PQ[Q[NWZaW])[UIVa\PQVO[KIZZaW^MZ
5]NI[I¼[LMI\P\PMIK\WZ[ZQXXML[\ZMIUMZ[
NZWU\PM[QT^MZ[KZMMV\W\PM[\IOMQ\¼[MI[QMZ WN \MIZ[NZWU\PMQZMaM[)[LZIUI\QKI[\PI\
\WKW]V\_PI\Q[V¼\[QUQTIZ-^MV\PMIK\WZ[ UIaJM\PM[QOP\WN _I\KPQVO[WUMWVMZQX
[MMU\W\ZaI[PIZLI[XW[[QJTM\WUI\KP
[WUM\PQVONZWUIZW]VL\PMMaMIZMIQ[IV
\PMQZ^WQKM[\W\PM^WQKM[QV\PMUW^QM
]VKWUNWZ\IJTM[QOP\
;ILTaITT\PQ[NIUQTQIZQ\aUILM\PM
,M[XQ\M\PI\W^MZITT\PMKPWQKM[UILM
LQNNMZMVKM[M^MVMI[QMZ\WXQKSW]\;WQN I
Ja\PMKW[\]UMZ[_MZMMNNMK\Q^M.WZ
TQVM_I[LMTQ^MZMLQVILQNNMZMV\_IaWZPIL M`IUXTMQV[\MILWN PI^QVOIVMV[MUJTM
LQNNMZMV\_WZLQVOQ\_I[MI[QTaVW\QKML
KI[\\MIU]XNWZTIZOM_QTLMJMM[\KW[\]UM[
<PMZM_MZM[M^MZITW\PMZLQNNMZMVKM[I[ L]ZQVO\PM[\IUXMLM[KMVM\PMIK\WZ[
THEATER REVIEW

807<7+7=:<-;A7.<0-)<:-<7=:;=;

‘The Lion King’ is being performed at the Orpheum Theater until Feb. 12.

][MLTIZOM[PQMTLTQSM_QTLMJMM[\NIKM[\W
ZMXZM[MV\\PMPMIZLUISQVO\PMIK\WZ_PW
XTIaML;QUJI[MMUM^MV[UITTMZ
<PQ[XTIaIXIZ\NZWUINM_UQVWZ
LM\IQT[SVW_[_PI\Q\¼[LWQVO"XZM[MV\QVO

IVIUIbQVO[XMK\IKTMIVLIPMI^aLW[MWN 
KPQTLPWWLVW[\ITOQI¹<PM4QWV3QVOºQ[I
XZWL]K\QWVLMÅVQ\MTa_WZ\P[MMQVO

RATING:

‘100 Proof’ shows Pickler’s energetic edge
Ashmika Patke
ALBUM REVIEW

¹8ZWWN ºQ[\PM
\PQZLKW]V\ZaITJ]UJa
\PM)UMZQKIV[QVOMZ3MTTQM
8QKSTMZ
:MTMI[ML\W[\WZM[VI\QWV_QLMWV2IV

¹8ZWWN ºQ[PMZÅZ[\ITJ]UIVLKWTTIJWZI\QWV_Q\P
PMZVM_XZWL]KMZ[_Q\P
.ZIVS4QLLMTTIVL4]SM
?WW\MV4MM)VV?WUIKS
IVLNMTTW_KW]V\Za[QVOMZ
5QZIVLI4IUJMZ\
<PMI[XQZQVO[QVOMZPIL
[\QU]TI\QVOXW\MV\QITMIZTa

WVQVTQNM1V\PM4W]Q[QIVIJWZVTIVLMLI[XW\
QV[MI[WVÅ^MWN )UMZQKIV
1LWTIVLKPIZUML^QM_MZ[VI\QWV_QLM)T\PW]OP
[PMÅVQ[PMLQV[Q`\PXTIKM
\PM6WZ\P+IZWTQVIZIQ[ML
JTWVLM_I[WNNMZML\W[QOV
\W!:MKWZLQVO[IVL*6)
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‘100 Proof ’ by Kellie Pickler was released to stores on Jan. 24.

:MKWZL[]VLMZ\PMM`KT][Q^MTQKMV[MWN ;WVa5][QK
6I[P^QTTM;WWVIN\MZQV
\PMQVKWUQVOKW]V\Za
IZ\Q[\ZMTMI[MLPMZLMJ]\
ITJ]U¹;UITT<W_V/QZTº
IVLXZWKMMLML\W[MTTW^MZ
KWXQM[IVLJMKIUM
OWTL<PM;W]\PMZVVI\Q^M
ZMTMI[MLPMZ[MTN\Q\TML
ITJ]UQV 0MZTI\M[\
ITJ]UQ[ÅTTML_Q\PNZM[P
VM_[WVO[NWZPMZ_IQ\QVO
KW]V\ZaNIV[IN\MZW^MZ\PZMM
aMIZ[1V\PM5Q[[
6WZ\P+IZWTQVIKWV\M[\IV\
_I[VIUML\PM[M^MV\PJM[\
)UMZQKIV1LWTIT]UVI
)T\WOM\PMZ\PM)UMZQKIV
1LWTZ]VVMZ]XPI[[WTL
W^MZKWXQM[WN PMZ
KW]V\ZaITJ]U[*W\PKW]V\ZaITJ]U[ZMIKPMLV]UJMZ
VQVMWV\PM\WXWN <PM
*QTTJWIZL
0MZTI\M[\ITJ]UNMI\]ZM[LQNNMZMV\TaQVLQ^QL]ITQ[\QKIVL[XZQOP\Ta
\ZIKS[IVQ<]VM[48_Q\P
IVIJ]VLIV\IUW]V\WN 
XMZ[WVITXPW\W[ITTZMÆMK\QVOPMZMV\P][QI[\QKIVL
KPIZQ[UI\QKXMZ[WVITQ\a
<PMITJ]U¼[\Q\TM\ZIKS
¹8ZWWN ºQ[IVM`MUXTIZaKW]V\Za[\aTM[WVO
WVTa_Q\PIXMZ[WVITIVL
^Q^IKQW][\_Q[\
<PMITJ]U¼[ÅZ[\[QVOTM
¹<W]OPºIVLQ[LMÅVQ\MTa
\PMITJ]U¼[UW[\]XJMI\

\ZIKS_Q\PKWZZW[Q^MTaZQK[
NMI\]ZQVO[\ZWVOIKW][\QK
ZPa\PU[_Q\PI[VIXXaI\\Q\]LM\PM^MPMUMV\TaZQK[
OZQX\PM\MV[QWV\PZW]OPW]\
\PM[WVO?PQTMITT\PM[WVO[
PI^MMVMZOM\QKI\\Q\]LMQ\Q[
¹<W]OPº\PI\PI[\PMUW[\
^QOWZW][ZPa\PU[IVL[\ZWVOM[\TI[\QVOQUXZM[[QWV
¹8ZWWN ºQVKT]LM\PM
PQ\[WVO[¹;\WX+PMI\QV¼
7V5MºIVL¹=VTWKS<PI\
0WVSa<WVSº\PI\VW\WVTa
\IKSTMZMTI\QWV[PQX[J]\IT[W
LQOLW_VLMMXQV\WPMZ
KW]V\ZaZWW\[
<PM;W]\PMZV[QVOMZ
¹XZW^M[ºPMZ[MTNZMTQIV\IVL
[PIZXI\\Q\]LM\PZW]OPPMZ
VM_M[\ITJ]U0MZKIZMNZMM
XMZ[WVITQ\aIVLXW_MZN]T
^WQKMM[XMKQITTa_Q\PPMZ
LQ[\QVK\;W]\PMZVIKKMV\Q[
M`\ZMUMTaQVÆ]MV\QITI[I
KW]V\ZaIZ\Q[\[WVO_ZQ\MZ
IVLKMTMJZQ\a<PM¹\W]OPº
KW]V\ZaOQZT[PW_[PMZ
^I[\MUW\QWVITLMX\PIVL
\MV[QTQ\aI[I[QVOMZI[_MTT
I[I[WVO_ZQ\MZ\PZW]OPPMZ
UWLMZVIVLJZQOP\U][QKIT\ITMV\[<PMXI[[QWVI\M
KW]V\ZaU][QKQIVPI[JMMV
SVW_V\WJMQVLMXMVLMV\
I[IZMUIVaKW]V\ZaIZ\Q[\[
?PI\OQ^M[\PQ[KW]V\ZaOQZT
PMZ]VQY]MQVLQ^QL]ITQ\aQ[
PMZKPIZUQVOXMZ[WVITQ\a

IVLTQ^MTa[XQZQ\
<PMITJ]UIT[WKWV\IQV[
INM_IKW][\QK\ZIKS[[]KP
I[¹4WVO)[16M^MZ;MM
AW])OIQVº¹<]ZV7V\PM
:ILQWIVL,IVKMº¹:WKS_Iaº
7\PMZ^QJZIV\[WVO[
WV\PMITJ]UIZM¹4Q\\TM
0W][M7V\PM0QOP_Iaº
IVL¹?PMZM¼[<IUUa
?PaVM\\Mº
<PMPIZLKW]V\ZaU][QK
\WVM[LW_VNWZ\PMJITTIL[
¹5W\PMZ¼[,IaºIVL¹<PM
4M\\MZº
<PMITJ]UPI[IV
M`KT][Q^MJWV][\ZIKS¹)ZU
+IVLaºQ[IVM`\ZIMJ]TTQMV\
[WVO
<PMITJ]UNMI\]ZM[
U][QKIVLTaZQK[_PQKPPI^M
IÅZMa^QJM\PZW]OPW]\\PM
ZMKWZL
¹8ZWWN ºZMKMV\Ta
LMJ]\MLI\V]UJMZ[M^MV
WV\WXWN <PM*QTTJWIZL
IVLPI[ZMKMQ^ML\PM
PQOPM[\KPIZ\XW[Q\QWVWN 
PMZU][QKITKIZMMZ[WNIZ
5aZI\QVONWZ3MTTQM8QKSTMZ¼[ITJ]U¹
8ZWWN ºQ[MQOP\W]\WN 
<PMQVKQXQMV\[QVOMZ¼[
KWUXMTTQVOKW]V\Za^WQKM
PI[MVO]TNMLPMZ[WVO[_Q\P
I\ITMV\MLMVMZOM\QKMLOM

RATING:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

The Vow
I Am Bruce Lee
In Darkness

Shank 2
The Darkness II

Safe House
Exit Strategy

Resident Evil: Revelations

Paul McCartney: Kisses On The Bottom
The Fray: Scars & Stories
Van Halen: A Different Kind Of Truth
Dierks Bentley: Home
Rita Wilson: AM/FM

Gotham City Impostors

Smash ‘N’ Survive

Marquee
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Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

Get  out  and  be  active  this  
week.  Exercise  can  be  fun  and  
even  relieve  stress.

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

Pick  up  a  new  book  this  week.  
When  was  the  last  time  you  
read  for  fun?

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

You  can’t  do  everything  by  
yourself.  Don’t  be  afraid  to  ask  
for  help.

Taurus 4/20 - 5/20

Look  into  new  recipes.  Maybe  
add  a  few  new  friends  to  the  
mix.  

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

Pay  close  attention  to  your  
¿QDQFHVDQGWU\QRWWRRYHU
spend.  

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

Make  your  opinions  known  
this  week.  You  have  great  ideas  
to  share.  

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

Instead  of  stressing  out  about  
all  the  work  ahead  of  you,  
VORZGRZQDQG¿QGDUK\WKP
You’ll  get  more  accomplished  
this  way.  

Fun on a budget around St. Cloud
Autumn Hamberg
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Everything that seems
fun is usually way too expensive. Instead of spending a
lot of money on shopping,
going to the movies, out to
eat or going downtown to
drink, alternative ideas have
been sought out. Who would
know of fun and cheap
entertainment ideas here in
St. Cloud better than SCSU
students?
SCSU student Ashley
Mahaney suggests some
fun and free activities to do
outside: “Lake George offers
ice skating and they even
have free ice skate rentals.”
She also suggests, “Grabbing
a sled to speed down the
hills at Wilson Park for free.”
Erin Schaefer offers the idea
of, “cross country skiing on
the lit up trails of the Quarry
Park Nature Preserve.”
Another idea to consider
is going to the drag show at 9
p.m. held at Biology, the new
GLBT lounge and restaurant
in town, after your Sunday study session. Another
idea Erin Schaefer offers is:
“$0.99 Mondays at Savers” where everything that
was on sale the week before
is marked down to $0.99
on Mondays. For students,
Savers also offers 20% off
everything on Wednesdays.
Now, who doesn’t like
something free and healthy?
Energy Blend off of St. GerUIQV;\ZMM\WNNMZ[ÅZ[\\QUMZ[
an aloe drink, tea, and a
power shake for free. Health
JMVMÅ\[WN \PM[MLZQVS[IZM

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

The skate park at Lake George is open from six in the morning until 10 in the evening every day.
described in detail upon
receiving them.
When talking to SCSU
student Erin Gerber, she
suggested to “Go bowling
on campus in Atwood” or if
you want to get off campus
“Vilo Lanes has cheap $1
bowling.” A convenient thing
about Vilo Lanes is its location, which is next to Space
Aliens, the only arcade in
town.
Not everything fun has to
be expensive. Here are just
a few ideas out of the array
of options there are to get
out in the town of St. Cloud,
save money, and have a good
time while doing so.

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

-VMZOa*TMVL?MTTVM[[+MV\MZWNNMZ[INZMMPMIT\PaJM^MZIOMNWZÅZ[\\QUM
customers.

PETS OF THE WEEK:

Toby and Snoopy
Toby is neutered,
8 months old and
also housetrained.
His cute look comes
from his German
Shepherd and German Shorthaired
Pointer heritage.
Toby was surrendered because he
wasn’t a fan of one
of the children in his
previous home. He
has lots of energy to
burn and loves to run
and play. Tennis balls
are his favorite toy
and he also enjoys
rawhides and going
for car rides!
Since Toby is still
a busy puppy, obedience classes would
be helpful to him for
some extra training
and socialization.

Surround  yourself  with  
positive  people  this  week.  It  
will  help  your  mood.  

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

You’ll  be  able  to  handle  
anything  this  week.  Take  
advantage  of  it.    

It’s  okay  to  question  yourself  
sometimes.  It  can  help  keep  
you  on  track.

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

Be  prepared  for  some  big  news  
this  week.  

RECIPE OF THE WEEK:

Apple cider vinegar
and honey water
Autumn Hamberg
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Exact measurements vary according to one’s tastes, but for measurement sake:

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21

PHOTO COURTESY OF BUZZLE.COM

Studies have proven that carbonated drinks are bad for us, but why do
we still drink them? Are the availability and the layout of supermarkets
and gas stations to blame? Or is it the advertisements that emphasize the
need to have one?
After being introduced to this new recipe by a friend and learning
UWZMIJW]\Q\[PMIT\PJMVMÅ\[\PQ[IXXTMKQLMZ^QVMOIZIVLPWVMa_I\MZ
recipe needs to be shared.
The best thing about this recipe is that you can make it yourself, meaning you know exactly what the ingredients are and where they came from.
Do you know what the ingredients sucrose, dextrose, and monopotassium
phosphate found in Gatorade are, or what they do to your body?
According to “The Healing Powers of Vinegar” by Cal Orey, “… apple cider vinegar aids digestion, helps maintain weight, maintains healthy
skin, and keeps blood pressure down.” Honey is a natural sweetener; the
original sweetener before high-fructose corn syrup invaded shelves.

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

You  are  persuasive  and  will  
be  able  to  make  a  convincing  
argument  this  week.  

Monday, february 6, 2012

Snoopy is 2-and-a-half-year-old spayed female who came to TCHS because her previous owner was unable to keep her any longer. This beautiful blue tabby has a very outgoing and affectionate personality. Her owner
described her as a friendly, mellow, and laid-back cat.
Snoopy can be quite the talker, but is also a good listener. She will purr
when you hold her and gets great satisfaction from regular brushing sessions.
Snoopy lived with a dog in her previous home, but was afraid of it.
She was not around children in her previous home but thus far has gotten
along with all ages of visitors at the shelter.
Photos and
information
courtesy of the
<ZQ+W]V\a
Humane
Society.

Combine:
 ¼ c. Apple Cider Vinegar
 ¼ c. Honey
 8 c. Distilled water
Shake thoroughly
Now you may ask “Where do you get this?” Braggs Apple Cider Vinegar can be found in the health foods section in Coborns or at the Good
Earth Food Co-op on Veterans Dr. Honey can be found in any grocery
[\WZMIVLNWZIJM\\MZ\I[\M][MX]ZQÅML_I\MZJ]\Q\Q[VW\VMKM[[IZa<PM
price is under $10 for all of the ingredients, which can last well over a
month.
Now go and try this new recipe and share this healthy alternative with
your friends and family.
Share your likes, dislikes, and any recipe ideas of your own by emailing
us at artsentertainment@universitychronicle.net.

Monday, february 6, 2012
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HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts,Close SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking One Block To Halenbeck
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
3 blocks from campus! Huge
kitchens and famil rooms!
Individual parking spots!
Locked, secured entry! New
Carpet! Best deal on rent in
town and can’t beat the
location!
320-492-1230
SCSU ‘12-’13
HOUSES & APTS!
**320-229-1919**
stcloudrental.com
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5th
Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts. Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking 1
1/2 Blocks To Miller Library.
Avail. 6/1/12. Excel Prop.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
1-10 BDRM SCSU
HOUSES!
‘12-’13 - 320-229-1919
HOMES AND APTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.

HOUSES AND APTS
Now renting
‘12-’13 school year.
Dan: 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
GIGANTIC BEDROOMS!
Excellent 6 & 7 bedroom
house for rent! Prime
location! 3 blocks from campus!! 2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms,
2 family rooms. Central A/C,
free parking. New washer and
dryer. Utilities paid for!
Very nice houses!
320-492-1230
COLLEGIATEVIEW
2 BR APTS
Large apts. 5th Ave.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
9 BEDROOM HOUSE
Available 6/1.
Close to campus.
$295 per bedroom.
Includes water and trash.
Call Gary: 612-321-6949
JESUS, SATAN, ALLAH
ARE PRETEND
Faith corrupts; absolute
faith corrupts absolutely.
Question. Atheism is true.

‘12-’13 SCSU APTS &
HOUSES!!
**320-229-1919**
3-4 BEDROOM APTS
1blk from SCSU library.
2 Full baths, A/C, D/W.
Heat paid.
320-493-9549
BENTONWOOD SE
LOCATION
1 BR- $430. 2 br- $520. Free
heat/ parking. On Clipper.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES,
HOUSES, HOUSES!!
SCSU 12-13 HOUSES FOR
RENT!
Call us at 320-229-1919
3+4 BEDROOMS
University Place Apts
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com
MUST SEE! 4 BDRM
HOUSE FOR RENT
Across street from campus.
Call Dan: 320-761-1514
scsuhomesforrent.com
3 & 4 BDRM UNITS
At our Univeristy North Apts!
7th Ave!!
stcloudrental.com
FREE BASIC CABLE!
Heat, water, garbage paid!
Free parking spot included.
1 bedroom $500
2 bedroom $550
Call to tour today!
320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv
3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS!!
2012-2013
3 & 4 bedrooms.
320-259-9673
M&M APTS.
STUDIO APTS. 400+
Square Feet. Heat Paid, A/C,
Micro, Laundry, Parking 2
Blocks To Campus. Avail
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
HOUSES CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
Put together a group and get
free rent.
320-241-9999
www.serenity-apartments.com

HOUSES/ APTS/
ROOMS AVAIL NOW
2/1, 3/1, 4/1, 5/1
2-6 blks from SCSU.
Great values.
Dan: 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
BEAUTIFUL 4
BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT!
House is in amazing shape! 2
bathrooms, 2 family rooms,
large deck! Free parking. Close
to campus! Nicest house in
campus area!
320-492-1230
NOW RENTING FOR
2012/ 2013
Large 2 bedroom apt. Free off
street parking. Laundry, near
Hallenbeck Hall.
Call: 320-251-0029
2 BEDROOM APTS
1/2 blk from SCSU library.
D/W, A/C. Security.
Laundry. Heat paid. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549
stcloudrental.com
WESTVIEW AND
University West Apts.
4 bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
scsu4rent.com
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
4-6 BDRM HOUSES
3&4 BDRM APTS
2012-2013
320-259-9673
www.ivyaprtments.com
BEACHWOOD
1 BR APTS.
$400-430. 320 7th Ave S.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

FIND A PLACE TO
Rent Or Post Rental Listing
At radrenter.com
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673
6-8 BDRM HOUSES
FOR RENT
Just finished remodeling
interior. 3 blks from
Miller Library.
Call Dan: 320-761-1514
SCSU ‘12- ‘13 HOUSES
4 RENT!!
stcloudrental.com
4 BDRM, 2 BATH SPLIT
LEVEL APTS!!
750 5th St. S
Call us! 320-229-1919
4 BDRM APTS!
$235/ RM! 9th Ave
320-229-1919
HOMES AND APARTMENTS FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
2-3-4 BEDROOM APTS
Various locations. Heat paid.
320-493-9549

LOOKING FOR FOUR
MORE SCSU STUDENTS
to share house with other
women. 320-241-9999

2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Free
Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms,
Decks, Houses, Heat Paid,
Close SCSU 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com

ONE BEDROOM APT.
In duplex home. Private Entrance. Utilities except phone
included. Washer, Dryer,
Microwave. $550.
Call 251-8802

NICEST HOMES ON
CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273

2-3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
1/2 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

CARETAKER/
SECURITY PERSON
Live in studio or 4 bedroom
apt, reduced rent, plus
hourly wage. Start 6/1/12.
Excel Property. 251-6005
NEW LISTING 2&3
BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing! Kent Housing.com
or 320-252-5500

HOUSES! 3 BR TO 10 BR
Spacious. Great value.
1-6 blks from SCSU library.
Free heat/ parking.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

NICEST HOMES
ON CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273

SAFFRON SUITES 395
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt. Available Immediately Next To
Welcome Center Phone 320290-2128

stcloudstorage.com

3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
2 BEDROOM APTS
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
stcloudapartment.com

HUSKYHOUSES.COM
7-10 Bdrm Houses! Avl
2012-2013 School Year
Free Laundry and Parking
320-761-0911 Ryan

2 BEDROOM APTS
Across from Holes Hall.
A/C, D/W. Heat paid.
Security. Laundry. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549

“THE CASTLE”
2, 3 & 4 BR Apts.
Spacious, great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

scsuapartments.com
1,2,3,4,5 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent Prime
Location! Specials On Rent!
Utilities Paid For. New Carpet! Huge Kitchens And Family Rooms. Individual Parking
Spots! Call 320-492-1230

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Large 2 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W,
Laundry, Parking Close
To SCSU. Avail. 6/1/12
Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

4 BDRM APTS!
Only $225/Rm! Remodeled!
320-229-1919
LEASING NOW!
Single bedrooms available
in four bedroom apartment. Starting at $250.00
per month. Free heat, water,
garbage & basic cable!
Super close to campus.
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/se

stcloudhomes4rent.com
4 BEDROOM APTS
1 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
1 BDRM SCSU APTS!!
Call Now! 320-229-1919
HOUSES, HOUSES
Only 15 locations left.
1-6 blks from SCSU
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES, APTS
Great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

BEAUTIFUL 4 BDRM
2 full bath apts. Very spacious.
320-761-1514

HOUSES! HOUSES!
HOUSES!
7-9 bedroom houses. New
carpet. Free laundry. Close to
campus. $265 per room.
Call Brock: 320-980-2769

!FREE CABLE & FREE
INTERNET!
3 & 4 bedroom large apartments. Central A/C, D/W,
heat paid.
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673

HOUSES TO RENT
320-240-0679

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
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WEEK OF FEB. 6 - 12

BASKETBALL

M - Minnesota State
Feb. 10, 8 p.m.
Home
Southwest Minnesota
Feb. 11, 6 p.m.
Home
W - Minnesota State
Feb. 10, 6 p.m.
Home
Southwest Minnesota
Aliumni Night
Feb. 11, 4 p.m.
Home

HOCKEY

W - University of Wisconsin
Feb. 10, 7:07 p.m.
Home
Feb. 11, 2:07 p.m.
Home

TRACK & FIELD
Van Nelson Open
Feb. 11, 12:00 p.m.
Home

WRESTLING
Upper Iowa
Alumni Day
Feb. 12, 2 p.m.
Home

NORDIC SKI

CCSA Championships
Feb. 11-12
Away

SOFTBALL

Desert Stinger Classic
Feb. 10-12
Away

BASEBALL

University of Mary
Feb. 11
Away

WILD
Canucks
Feb. 9, 7 p.m. - Home
Blue Jackets
Feb. 7, 6 p.m. - Away
Feb. 11, 8 p.m. - Home

Cris Carter unfairly
excluded from Canton

Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS COLUMN

The writers inducted
one Minnesota Viking into
the hall of fame for 2012 in
Chris Doleman, but didn’t
see it necessary to induct
Viking legend Cris Carter
NWZ\PMÅN\PKWV[MK]\Q^M
year.
I really don’t understand how the writers are
so oblivious to Carter and
his overall talent that made
him a pioneer for all wide
receivers.
Next to Jerry Rice,
Carter is the second best
wide receiver to play in the
NFL.
Why Carter is not already enshrined in Canton
is beyond me. Sometimes
great players need a little
patience and this seems to
be the case for Carter.
<PM8PQTILMTXPQI
Eagles in round four of the
1987 Supplemental Draft
selected Cris Carter. He
signed with Minnesota in
1990 after being released by
the Eagles.
Carter spent 12 seasons
with the Vikings before
XTIaQVOPQ[ÅVIT[MI[WV_Q\P

Miami. Carter played 16
seasons in the NFL, was
VIUML\W\PM8ZW*W_T
eight times and was also
selected to the NFL All
Decade Team of the 1990’s.
Great hands and exceptional leaping ability were
Cris Carter’s trademarks.
He pretty much invented
the toe drag on the sideline
that many receivers try to
emulate.
His career totals of
1,101 receptions for 13,899
yards and 130 touchdowns
rank among the elite in
NFL history. Carter is only
WVMWN Å^MXTIaMZ[\WIUI[[
over 1,000 career receptions.
And while there seems
to be no overwhelming
argument that Carter
doesn’t belong in the Hall,
he hasn’t been able to get
the necessary votes, even
with numbers that include
an eight-season stretch from
1993-2000. During which
he posted eight consecutive 1,000-yard seasons and
made eight consecutive
8ZW*W_T[I^MZIOQVO!
catches, 1,182 yards and 11
touchdowns per year.
Carter was one of the
best receivers of his generation. He was great for
a long period of time, and
somehow, that seems to be
forgotten.
He was a great receiver,
and he was a focal point
on the second-best offense
of all time. Carter did
some great things, and that
shouldn’t be forgotten.
Unfortunately, it has
been forgotten, and that’s
just a shame for all fans of

the Vikings and even people
like Randy Moss and Larry
Fitzgerald. Carter really
helped mold these two explosive receivers into what
they are or used to be in
Moss’s case.
The Hall of Fame is
supposed to be an honor
to all great football players.
Right now, a great player
has been snubbed once
again. At some point, this
wrong needs to be righted.
Carter is one of the best
receivers of all time, and he
continues to be on the outside of the Hall looking in,
which is completely unfair.
It seems to me that the
writers have a vendetta
against Carter because of
his early years with the
Eagles.
Carter was addicted to
alcohol and drugs when he
was younger and Buddy
Ryan had to cut Carter.
Carter ingested large
amounts of ecstasy and
smoked a lot of marijuana,
which caused the falling out
between him and Ryan.
That’s when Carter
turned his life around when
the Vikings claimed him
off waivers. Now, in his
ÅZ[\aMIZ_Q\P\PM>QSM[PM
didn’t see too much action
because he had to prove
himself to the team and
coaches.
It just amazes me that
some writers, who ultimateTaPI^M\PMÅVITLMKQ[QWV
in who gets inducted to
Canton, can look at that
and constantly deny one of
the greatest receivers to ever
play the game.
I was watching First

<ISMWV-;86IVLUa
favorite sports guy Skip
Bayless had some interesting things to say about the
issue.
Bayless basically stated
that it’s a disaster on how
inductees are inducted to
the hall of fame because
there is a room of about 40
writers and they all decide
who get nominated and
inducted. So, some writers
have the chance to persuade other writers, which
seems so ridiculous.
Furthermore, Bayless
said that some of the writers must have something
personal against Carter
because there is no way he
should’ve been held out
this year as a hall-of-famer.
Also, since Carter is an
NFL analyst, who speaks
his mind and is blatantly
honest almost to a fault,
might be an issue for some
writers.
I really believe the
writers are going to make
Carter sweat it out for a few
more years because of his
past issues. It’s mind-blowing that people can hold
grudges for that long.
Carter should’ve been a
ÅZ[\JITTW\PITTWNNIUMZJ]\
his day will eventually come
because Canton would be
missing out on not only a
great player, but also a great
person who turned his life
around.
Carter could be looked
at as a role model for many
kids who are looking to
make a change and do
something great with their
lives.

Don’t let your computer use
negatively affect your health
sitting in front of a computer can be
and what I can do to lessen the negative effects.

Computer Vision Syndrome
CVS is the term used to encompass all computer-related eye problems, according to WebMD.com, and
it does not necessarily refer to one
type of eye issue.
The symptoms could include
blurred vision, double vision, dry or
Hannah Swift
red eyes, eye irritation, headaches, and
neck or back pain.
HEALTH COLUMN
Reading on a computer screens
I consider myself a relatively
can cause more strain on your eyes
healthy person; I don’t drink pop, I
compared with reading on paper
exercise, I get plenty of sleep, and I
because your eye muscles have to deal
enjoy being active. But there is one
_Q\P[KZMMVKWV\ZI[\ÆQKSMZIVLOTIZM
lifestyle factor that makes me worry
WebMD.com suggests giving your
about my health: the amount of time
eyes a break from the computer screen
I spend sitting in front of a computer.
in order to help reduce the symptoms
According to a study by the
of CVS. About every 20 minutes, look
Council for Research Excellence and
away from the screen for about 20
KQ\MLQV\PM0]NÅVO\WV8W[\IL]T\[IZM seconds. Keeping your eyes moist by
exposed to screens for 8.5 hours a day. blinking often is also recommended.
From TVs to cell phones, we are lookYour work space may also need to
ing at screens for about half the time
be rearranged. The optimal place for
we are awake on any given day.
a monitor is slightly below eye level
Last September I began workand 20-28 inches away from your face.
ing at a job that requires me to use a
This can reduce the strain in the neck
computer for almost the entire 8-hour and back while you work.
shifts. I have started to notice that my
eyesight doesn’t seem to be a good as
Blood clots
it once was and my right hand, the
I guess my co-workers weren’t far
hand using the mouse, gets very sore
if I have worked several days in a row. off when they joked about standing to
shake out the blood clots. Blood clots
My rear end also used to get sore
from sitting for so long, but I’ve gotten in the lungs, or pulmonary embolism,
are a risk for people who sit for long
better at remember to stand up and
period of time.
walk around at least once an hour. As
The risk increases for those on
my co-workers say, “to shake out the
medication that increases the risk
blood clots.”
of blood clots, like birth control for
After coming to the realization
that my computer usage was taking its example.
In one study, 70,000 female
toll I decided to do some research on
nurses were followed for 18 years. The
just how detrimental spending hours

research found that those who spent
more time siting were much more
likely to have blood clots.
Experts believe the reason behind
this phenomenon is that sitting slows
JTWWLÆW_M[XMKQITTaQV\PMTMO[)
clot develops in a deep vein and then
travels to the lungs causing pulmonary
embolism.
A suggestion to avoid the side effects of sitting for too long is simple:
stand up! Set an alarm on your phone
to go off every hour, then get up and
walk for a minute.
Not only will you reduce the
chance of blood clots, but you will
also give your eyes a break from staring at the computer screen.

Hand pain
There are many different issues that can develop from extreme
computer mouse and keyboard use,
including carpal tunnel syndrome to
arthritis.
It is hard to avoid if you use your
KWUX]\MZWN\MVJ]\QN aW]ÅVLaW]Zself having lots of hand pain, try some
of the following exercises to strengthen the muscles and loosen joints:
- Squeeze a soft foam ball to increase
dexterity and reduce stiffness.
;_Q\KP]X_PQKPRWQV\[WZÅVOMZ[
aW]][M<Za][QVOIÅVOMZW\PMZ\PIV
your pointer to click the mouse button.

Avoid repetition
)N\MZ\ZaQVO\WÅVL_Ia[\WI^WQL
pain caused by computer usage the
common tip I read over and over was
to avoid repetition of movement. If
aW]IZMIJTMÅVLI_Ia\WKPIVOM
movement or position in order to give
different parts of your body a break.
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Wrestling rules the mat
Matt Nielsen
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The number one ranked SCSU
Huskies remain undefeated after a 3010 victory over St. John’s on Thursday
night in a packed Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies wore brand new camW]ÆIOM[QVOTM\[QVPWVWZWN 5QTQ\IZa
Appreciation Night. SCSU won all
but three matches that put them at a
XMZNMK\!WV\PM[MI[WV
“They always wrestle us very
well, so we didn’t look at it like we
were wrestling a smaller opponent by
any means,” said head coach Steve
Costanzo.
Junior heavyweight Jake Kahnke,
ranked number one in the nation at
his weight class, started things off with
a pinfall over sophomore John Scepaniak. This gave the Huskies an early 6-0
lead and improved Kahnke’s impressive record to 27-1 on the season.
125-pound sophomore Dylan
Wright continued the trend for the
Huskies when he pinned freshmen
Brian Waldron to give the Huskies an
early 12-0 lead.
The 133-pound match was a close
one, but red shirt sophomore Andrew
Pokorny was able to pull off a 5-3
victory over senior Chad Henle. The
Huskies would continue to dominate
in its next two matches with wins by
both 141-pounder Jay Hildreth and
!XW]VLMZ2W[P0W_S*W\P0QTdreth and Howk are freshmen.
;\2WPV¼[_W]TLÅVITTaMIZVQ\[ÅZ[\
win of the night when junior Chris
Stevermer recorded an 8-0 victory over
junior Jacob Horn in the 157 pound
division. The Johnnie’s would take the
165 pound match as well. Sophomore
Nicholas Schuler defeated freshmen
Dan Dick by a 10-6 decision.
SCSU would get back on track in

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

1V\PQ[2IV+PZWVQKTMÅTMXPW\W;+;=\WWSWV)]O][\IVII\0ITMVJMKS0ITT
the next match with a 12-5 decision in
the 174 pound division. Redshirt senior Tad Merritt recorded the victory
for the Huskies to improve his record
to 27-2 on the year.
The Huskies would also win the
next match. Redshirt senior Derek
Skala defeated junior Mitchell Hagen
by an 8-3 decision. Skala’s record improves to 20-2 on the season.
“Andy Pokorny beat an All-American at 133, Tad Merritt at 174 beats an
All-American and Derek Skala got a
win and those three matches really impressed me the most,” said Costanzo.
“I think I did alright but would of
liked to do a little better, but felt good
on the one takedown I did get,” said
Pokorny.
;\2WPV¼[MIZVML\PMÅVIT^QKtory of the night in a tight matchup
between SCSU’s redshirt sophomore

Michael Berg and St. John’s redshirt
senior Dustin Baxter. It was a hard
fought match, but Baxter would come
out with a 5-3 victory to give him a
perfect record of 20-0 on the year.
“St. John’s did a really good job
controlling tie ups with us tonight and
it slowed us down and we are going to
have to improve on our tie ups over the
next week so our opponents don’t slow
us down,” said Costanzo.
“We have to continue to stay consistent and carry that over to nationals
and it will all take care of itself,” added
Pokorny.
SCSU will have a little over a week
off before they face number three
ranked Upper Iowa. The match will be
at Halenbeck Hall on Sunday, Feb. 12
at 2 p.m.

Group Fitness Review
Boot Camp puts strength,
agility, and power to the test
Hannah Swift
GROUP FITNESS REVIEW

The phrase “boot camp” is most
often associated with the military’s
intense solider training. Campus
Recreation’s Group Fitness class, Boot
Camp, takes its cues from solider
training with a tough, 50-minute
routine.
Strength, agility, and power are the
main focus of the Boot Camp class. It
is geared towards people who want to
take their workouts to the next level.
Through various drills, near-maximum exertion, high and low intensity,
and usage of different muscle groups,
Boot Camp is truly a total body
workout.
Boot Camp is taught by different instructors throughout the week.
The class reviewed for this article was
taught by Chris Haukos on Friday at
10 a.m.
To get the class warmed-up,
Haukos had everyone do a series
that focused on getting our hearts
pumping. She lead the class through
jumping jacks, skaters, and side-to-side
jumps.
Jumping jacks were your usual
fare, except Haukos insisted the class

count down as we did our jumping
jacks in unison. It was a little awkward
I\ÅZ[\I[IVM_KWUMZ\W\PMKTI[[
but after the second repetition it really gave the feeling of unity. Though
it sounds cheesy, yelling together in
unison made me feel energized from
knowing everyone else was getting
geared up for a serious workout.
Skaters, which appeared again
later during the class, are simple
cardio-focused movements which resemble cross-country skiing. You have
to alternate bringing your arms up to
shoulder level, while also alternating
moving your legs forward and backwards.
The side-to-side jumps were my
favorite cardio exercises we did in the
class. It reminded me of how people
jump up and down at a concert, and
with the pop remixes blaring from the
speakers it was not a stretch of the
imagination.
After everyone was warmed up,
Haukos started us off with some
lunges combined with bicep curls. Everyone had chosen hand-held weights
that they thought would work for
them before the class started, which is
a nice way to make the workout per[WVITQbMLNWZaW]ZTM^MTWN Å\VM[[

About half-way through the class,
0I]SW[PIL][UW^M\W\PMÆWWZ\WLW
a series to focus in on our abs.
Using a yoga mat and a bosu, provided by Group Fitness, she lead the
class through sit-up-like exercises.
With the lower-back on the bosu,
we did several variations of a sit-up,
most of which also involved keeping
balance on the bosu. Haukos had
the class start on our side to do sidecrunches, then moved to the middle
for sit-ups, and then to the other side
for more side-crunches.
The most intense part of the class
was when Haukos had us do “burpees”. This involved doing a push-up,
then hopping both feet forward and
jumping straight up from a squatting
position. Then you immediately drop
back down to do another push-up. We
did these for various lengths of time,
and by that point in the class it was
U]KPUWZMLQNÅK]T\\WSMMXIPQOP
energy level.
Boot Camp was tough, there’s no
doubt about it. Don’t let that scare
you away from this excellent course
offered by Group Fitness. I highley
ZMKWUMVLQ\NWZXMWXTMWN ITTÅ\VM[[
levels.
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Women’s Hockey
Continued from Page 16
be Kessel’s second goal of
the game. And it was also
Minnesota’s second player
to have scored two goals
this game, the other being
Jen Schoullis who scored
\PMÅZ[\IVLNW]Z\POWITNWZ
Minnesota.
<PMÅVITOWITKIUMTI\M
in the third period by Minnesota’s Forward Rachael
Bona. This was the last
goal of the game, and was
the end of the game for
freshman goaltender Julie
Friend, who was replaced
by Junior Anna Donlan.
<PMÅVIT[PW\KW]V\
for the Huskies was 23 and
the total for Minnesota was
41. The Huskies had a total
of 21 penalty minutes and
Minnesota had 18 minutes
in the sin bin.

Saturday’s game

With the game starting
in a different fashion than
last night’s it was hopeful that this game would
be considerably more of
an contest, but with the
amount of power plays that
the University of Minnesota
experienced it was obvious
the U of M would have a
similar outcome to Friday’s
game eventually winning
7-0.
<PMÅZ[\OWIT_I[[KWZML
by Minnesota’s Sarah Erickson, putting Minnesota on
the score board at the 7:46
UIZSWN \PMÅZ[\XMZQWL
The Huskies were able to

shut down Minnesota’s offensive attack as that was the
only goal in the period.
The second period was
basically a mirror image of
Friday’s game, with Minnesota’s Sarah Davis scoring
\PMÅZ[\OWITI\!"WN \PM
[MKWVLXMZQWL<PMÆWWL
gates seemed to open when
Emily West scored the third
and fourth goal to give the
Gophers a 4-0 lead going
into the third period.
The third period was
similar to the second period
with Kelly Terry, Becky
Kortum, and Amanda
Kessel each scoring in the
third period. It was obvious
at the end of the game the
Gophers had dominated the
Huskies out shooting them
46-14.
Throughout the game
it seemed that both teams
were getting away with
penalties when the referee
wasn’t looking as the game
was getting a little dirty towards the end of the game.
SCSU seems to be really
excited for its upcoming series against the Badgers, and
will look to create more offense as it will need to bring
its best effort both nights
at the National Hockey
Center.

Women’s Basketball
Continued from Page 16

The Huskies won this
game largely because of
their defense which led to
scoring opportunities as the
Huskies played hard for the
whole game, according to
Moen.

Saturday’s game

The Huskies put on scoring clinic throughout the
second half against Upper
Iowa as it crushed them in a
!^QK\WZa
Similar to the previous
game, the defensive side
of the ball for the Huskies
was stout, however, unlike
Friday’s game, every shot
seemed to go in as the Huskies shot 60.7 percent from
\PMÅMTL
“The game’s a lot easier
when the shots go in,” Fish
said.
To open the game, the
Huskies came out in a zone
defense and kept switching a
man to man strategy as Upper Iowa has some talented
shooters. According to Fish,
SCSU hoped to take away
as much opportunity as possible by constantly keeping
their hands busy.
Upper Iowa kept the
game close for a majority of
\PMÅZ[\PITNJ]\QV\PMTI[\
two minutes the Huskies got
hot and hit shot after shot.
The beginning of
SCSU’s hot streak started
when Nicole Anderson stole
the ball from an Upper Iowa
XTIaMZ_Q\PÅ^M[MKWVL[TMN\
and made a lay-up with one
[MKWVLTMN\QV\PMÅZ[\PITN 
carrying momentmum in
the second half.
<PMÅZ[\PITN _I[IJI\tle for the Huskies, but the
second half was much easier
as the Huskies dropped 52
points in the half. Although
they had a comfortable lead,
the Huskies really never felt
comfortable because Upper
Iowa was getting to the line
often, according to Fish.
Four Huskies scored in
LW]JTMÅO]ZM[NWZ\PMOIUM
with Benson leading the
pack with 20 points for the
game.

¹?PMV[PM¼[QVPMZÆW_
she can do anything,” Fish
said. “She’s so versatile; she
can post up and shoot from
anywhere.”
Another big game came
from Christina Steele as she
had 10 points and played
well defensively, however,
Steele got into some foul
trouble and was only able to
play a total of 15 minutes.
“She was a difference
maker because she played
well on both ends of the
ÆWWZº.Q[P[IQL
The Huskies really
pride themselves on their
defense and although SCSU
made some minor defensive
changes coming into the second half, and that seemed
to spark the way they played
offensively as they gained
38 points as a result of the
turnovers, according to Fish.
It was clear that the Huskies were enjoying themselves in the second half
as the women tried several
alley-oop passes for tip-ins.
“It was just fun to see
everybody having fun, and
playing well,” Benson said.
With these two big
wins over the weekend the
Huskies put themselves right
back in contention to make
the tournament.
“If we continue to play
hard I don’t think there
is a team that can beat us
coming down the stretch,”
Benson said.
The schedule is favorable
for the Huskies throughout,
but they have to continue to
go out and play hard.
“You look at who’s beating who in the conference,
so anything can happen,”
Fish said. “We’re playing at
a high level right now I feel
we can win every game.”
Hoping to move up in
the standings in time for the
upcoming tournament, the
Huskies had a successful
weekend with their back to
back wins.
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Men’s Basketball
+WV\QV]MLNZWUPage

equal talent, but in Friday’s game WSU was
a little tougher and got to more lose balls,
according to Jensen.
With this loss it sets up WSU to more
\PIVTQSMTaÅVQ[PQVÅZ[\XTIKMQV\PM6;1+
ZQOP\QVNZWV\WN ;+;=¹1LWV¼\[MM\PMU
losing three games coming down the
[\ZM\KPº;KPTIOMT[IQL¹<PMaIZMR][\\WW
[WTQLIVL_MTTJITIVKML<PMaLWV¼\OQ^M
up.”
<PM0][SQM[_WZSM\PQK_I[IXW[Q\Q^M
[QOVI[\PMaPI^MJMMVXTIaQVO_Q\PIZMIT
KWVKMV\ZI\QWV\PMTI[\KW]XTMOIUM[;+;=
KIUMW]\M`\ZMUMTaIOOZM[[Q^MIVLXTIaMLI
tough game against a tough opponent, according to Jensen.
.

\PM_Ia_Q\PXWQV\[QV\PMPITN
¹<QUPILIOZMI\VQOP\XTIaML^MZa
well,” Schlagel said.
)\\PM[\IZ\WN \PM[MKWVLPITN \PM0][SQM[PILITMILIVLIOIQV[\IZ\ML
the half off slow.
¹?M_MZMITQ\\TM\QZMLIVLTWWSMLTQSM
we had some breakdowns,” Schlagel said.
¹1LWV¼\SVW_QN _I[][WZ\PMUº
For most of the second half Upper
1W_ISMX\PIVOQVOIZW]VLIVLI\WVM
XWQV\LQL\ISM\PMTMILNZWU\PM0][SQM[
I\"_Q\PIJQO\PZMMXWQV\MZNZWU*W
Pagel.
=XXMZ1W_ISMX\\PMTMILWZ_I[\QML
_Q\P;+;=]V\QT5QSM:W[\IUXW]ZPQ\
\PMM^MV\]ITOIUM_QVVQVO\PZMMXWQV\MZ
I\".ZWU\PI\XWQV\\PM0][SQM[VM^MZ
Saturday’s game
looked back and were able to keep the lead
;+;=JIZMTaM[KIXMLIOZQ\\a=XXMZ
the rest of the game.
1W_I\MIU\PI\UILM;+;=MIZVQ\[
From under two minutes there was
^QK\WZaWVJW\P[QLM[WN \PMKW]Z\
KWV[\IV\_WZZaNWZ0][SaNIV[M[XMKQITTa
0MILQVOQV\W;I\]ZLIaQ\_I[M^QLMV\
I\VQVM[MKWVL_PMV<]KSMZ?MV\bMQVPIL
\PI\;+;=_I[[\QTTITQ\\TM\QZMLNZWUQ\[
a wide open look from behind the arc, but
tough battle against WSU.
X]\]XIVIQZJITTIVL\PM0][SQM[_MZM
=XXMZ1W_IX]\\PMXZM[[]ZMWV\PM
able to get to the foul line to close the
0][SQM[ZQOP\I_IaJaXTIaQVOIN]TTKW]Z\
game out.
press the entire game.
<PM0][SQM[PIL[KWZQVONZWUV]UMZ¹<PMZMI^MZa[KZIXXaPIZL_WZSQVO
ous
players, but Bergstraser was a beast in
OZW]XWN O]a[º;KPTIOMT[IQL¹?MLQLV¼\LW
_MTTIOIQV[\Q\<PMaLQLIVQKMRWJI\OM\\QVO \PMOIUMI[=XXMZ1W_IPILVWIV[_MZ
NWZPQUQV\PMXW[\*MZO[\ZI[MZÅVQ[PML\PM
after us.”
OIUM_Q\PXWQV\[IVL[M^MVZMJW]VL[
<PMÅZ[\PITN [\IZ\MLWNN [TW_I[\PM
Bergstraser also hit eight of nine shots
0][SQM[_MZM[TWXXa_Q\P[WUMWN \PMQZ
XI[[M[IVLITTW_ML=XXMZ1W_I\WOM\WXMV from the line as his constant pressure inside
KI][ML=XXMZ1W_I\WNW]TPQU
looks.
¹1_I[R][\\ZaQVO\WOM\]XIVL]VLMZº
1V\PMÅZ[\UQV]\M[;+;=_I[VW\
*MZO[\ZI[MZ[IQL¹2][\_IV\ML\WOM\\W\PM
X]\\QVOIVaXZM[[]ZMWV=XXMZ1W_I¼[[PWW\ers, and allowed them at times to score some TQVMI[U]KPI[1KW]TLº
-^MV\PW]OP\PM0][SQM[LQLV¼\JZQVOQ\[
easy buckets.
\WXXMZNWZUIVKMIOIQV[\=XXMZ1W_I;+;=
*]\I[\QUM_MV\WV;+;=_I[IJTM\W
is still pleased to come out with a win.
OM\[WUMWNNMV[MOWQVOI[[M^MVLQNNMZMV\
<PMTI[\NM_OIUM[\PM0][SQM[PI^M
0][SQM[[KWZML_Q\P<QU*MZO[\ZI[MZTMILQVO

:A)6.1<B/-:)4,;87:<;-,1<7:

Brett Putz slows the game down against WSU as the two powerhouse teams met
Friday night at Halenback Hall. WSU won the game 84-74 that was closer than
\PMXWQV\LMÅKQ\\PM0][SQM[TW[\Ja
been in were close games; it has been a bat\TM\WVW\OQ^M]X1\[PW_[PW_\PM0][SQM[
ZMITTaIZMIVL_QTTVM^MZY]Q\I\IVaXWQV\QV
the game, according to Bergstraser.

<PM0][SQM[_QTTJMOQ^MVIU]KP
needed two days off before they head back
to the court to prepare for their upcoming
OIUM[I\0ITMVJMKS0ITT

All about fun for alpine ski and snowboard
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

[SQMZ[IVLJWIZLMZ[º
?PMV\PMKT]J\ZI^MT[
\WM^MV\[\PZW]OPW]\\PM
<PM)TXQVM;SQIVL
5QL_M[\_PMZM\PMZIKQVO
;VW_JWIZL+T]JI\;+;=
Q[KWUXM\Q\Q^M\WIKMZ\IQV
Q[WVMWN \ZI^MTQVO\MIU[ extent, but there are no
NZWU\PM5QL_M[\^Q[Q\QVO
XZQbM[QV^WT^ML
XTIKM[[]KPI[/QIV\[:QLOM
¹1\¼[R][\N]V\WOWW]\
;XMMZ5W]V\IQVIVL)N\WV \PMZMIVLPI^MN]VJMKI][M
Alps, to compete but mostly we all know each other,”
\WPI^MN]V
Aarstad said.
<PMWZQOQVITQV\MV\_I[
Aarstad is the one who
to become a ski race team,
WZKPM[\ZI\M[M^MZa\PQVO
but as more time went by
from memberships, lodging,
more snowboarders came
transportation, racing, and
along.
ÅVIVKM[)VLPMTW^M[LW¹1\[TW_Ta\ZIV[NWZUML
QVOQ\aMIZIN\MZaMIZ¹1¼TTJM
into a club because we
LWQVO\PQ[I[TWVOI[1¼UI\
IT_Ia[QV^Q\MLJWIZLMZ[º
;+;=º)IZ[\IL[IQL
President Jason Aarstad
As for funding, the club
[IQL¹?MPI^MIJW]\Å^M
gets some money from

\PM;+;=VW\ITW\J]\
enough to pay for some
hotels and gas. For the most
part the club does fundraisers around campus and
M^MVWNN KIUX][\WZIQ[M
extra money, according to
Aarstad.
)\M^MV\[\PMa[XTQ\
men and women up into
brackets and the best time
wins. Ski races are usually Saturday and Sunday
UWZVQVO[IVL_PWM^MZ
IKK]U]TI\M[\PMJM[\W^MZITT
\QUM[_QTTM^MV\]ITTaOW\W
VI\QWVIT[IKKWZLQVO\W<ZMa
/][\_PWQ[^QKMXZM[QLMV\
in-training.
¹1R][\OW\WJWIZLNWZ
the sheer fun of it,” Gust

[IQL¹?MWVTaPI^MINM_
KWUXM\Q\Q^M[SQMZ[WV\PM
team, so we’re all hoping
\PMaUISMQ\\W6I\QWVIT[º
<PMKWUXM\Q\Q^MZIKMZ[
on the team are awaiting
.MJ_PQKPQ[_PMV
the local championships are
\WJMPMTLI\;XMMZ5W]Vtain.
¹?M_IV\2I[WV\WLW
ZMIT_MTTIVLIL^IVKMI[NIZ
as he can,” Gust said of one
of the club members.
1N IVaKWUXM\Q\Q^MZIKMZ
does make it to regionals
\PM\ZQX\W5IZY]M\\M5QKP
Q\¼[OWQVO\WJMM`XMV[Q^M
NWZ\PMU\WOM\\PMZM<PM
skiers do want to make it
there, but will need to do

some extra fundraising if
\PMa_IV\\WOW:MOQWVIT[
_QTTJM.MJIKKWZLing to Aarstad.
<MIU[[]KPI[;\7TIN
ZMKMQ^MUWZMN]VLQVONZWU
\PMQZ]VQ^MZ[Q\aIVL\PMZMNWZMIZMIJTM\W\ZI^MTIVL
JMKWUMUWZMKWUXM\Q\Q^M
¹<PMaIZMIT_Ia[XZM\\a
KWUXM\Q\Q^MJMKI][M\PMa
get a lot more money than
we do,” Aarstad said.
¹<PMa_QTTXZWJIJTaJMWVM
of three teams to make it
nationals.”
6I\QWVIT[Q[\PM]T\QUI\M
OWITNWZ\PMKWUXM\Q\Q^M
\MIU[IVL;+;=_QTTUW[\
likely not get anybody to go
because for the most part

Like
sports?
The Chronicle is currently looking for sports
writers and photographers.
6WRSE\RXURIÀFHLQ
13 Stewart Hall
or email: sports@universitychronicle.net

IZMV¼\\PI\KWUXM\Q\Q^M
1N IVaWVMQ[QV\MZM[\ML
QVRWQVQVO\PQ[[\]LMV\
based club, be sure to look
NWZ[QOV]X[PMM\[WV5IQV
Street when school starts
next fall.
<PMKT]JITTW_[IVaWVM
\WRWQV_PM\PMZaW]¼ZMI
beginner all the way to an
M`XMZ\1\[UIQVNWK][Q[
\WPI^MN]VIVLUMM\VM_
people.
¹<PMUWZMXMWXTM_M
OM\\PMUWZMN]V_MPI^Mº
Aarstad said.
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Men’s basketball has 2 close games
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

Friday’s Game

The men’s basketball
team lost to powerhouse
Winona State University 8474 Friday in a game that revolved around WSU getting
hot at the right time, and
knocking down three pointer
after three pointer.
It was evident that SCSU
couldn’t handle WSU and its
inside presence in Clayton
Vette, who went 9 of 11 from
\PMÆWWZ[KWZQVOXWQV\[
“When we went to cover
Vette they just made three
after three,” Head Coach
Kevin Schlagel said. “We
didn’t have an answer.”
The Huskies did go into
halftime with a 37-34 lead,
but they were unable to keep
the lead after WSU went on
Z]VQV\PMÅZ[\Å^MUQVutes of the second half.
“They just got hot,”
Schlagel said.
1V\PMÅZ[\PITN\PM0][kies had good ball pressure
and played strong defensively, but they did let WSU
get to the basket more than
they wanted.
Bret Putz hit a momen\]UKPIVOQVO\PZMMI\"
that got the crowd into the
game causing WSU to fall
back on its heels for the rest
of the half. Overall, SCSU’s
three point shooting was
dismal as it went 5 of 16 for
the game.
SCSU did keep it relatively close for a majority of
the time as the score was tied
nine different times with the
lead changing four times.
The largest lead WSU had
was by 16 in the second half,

but the Huskies clawed their
way back several times.
With six minutes left, the
Huskies had another change
in momentum when Vette
got a technical foul for yellQVOI\\PMZMNMZMM_Q\P"
left to go in the game.
“We gave ourselves a
chance to get back in the
game,” Schlagel said.
The Huskies did cut the
TMILLW_V\WÅ^MXWQV\[_Q\P
about one minute left to go
in the game, but couldn’t buy
a basket if they wanted to,
only scoring two points in
\PMÅVITUQV]\M
“We didn’t shoot well
tonight,” Schlagel said.
“Have to give credit to WSU
because they’re long and
contested every shot.”
WSU is a very wellbalanced team that can play
solid defense, hit shots inside
and out, and makes the opponent work for every point,
which was clear in this game,
according to Schlagel.
But it was not all bad for
the Huskies as Shaun Jensen
played a great game scoring
IOIUMPQOPWN XWQV\[
“Shaun played great
tonight. He just put us on
his back and carried us,”
Schlagel said.
Shaun Jensen earned
most of his points by driving
the lane and creating opportunities that appeared not
to be there.
“I did see some holes
throughout the game,” Jensen said. “But if you want to
be a good guard sometimes
you have to create your own
holes.”
SCSU matches up well
against WSU as all the position players essentially have

RYAN FITZGERALD / SPORTS EDITOR

Husky forward Tim Bergstraser holds onto the ball as he looks for an open Husky teammate. Bergstraser
had a game high 24 points in a close victory against Upper Iowa 75-72.

RYAN FITZGERALD / SPORTS EDITOR

Guard Shaun Jensen gets helped up by Mike Rostampour as he was going for loose ball Saturday night.
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Huskies defense carries
them in needed victories
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

RYAN FITZGERALD / SPORTS EDITOR

An SCSU defender forces Olivia Meier to the outside
in route to a blowout 97-64 victory over Upper Iowa.

The women’s basketball team defeated WSU 59-53 in a game that was
won with hard-nosed defense which
made for a much needed victory after
a three game losing streak.
The game did not see much offense as each team was only able to
KWV^MZ\ÅMTLOWIT[J]\\PM0][SQM[
were able to edge out WSU on threeXWQV\ÅMTLOWIT[OWQVOWN 
“Defensively we were huge,” Head
Coach Lori Fish said. “Especially
when we couldn’t get the basket to
drop.”
While opportunities presented
themselves, only two Huskies reached
double digit scoring in the game, Jessica Benson obtained 11 points and
Rachael Moen netted 14 points.
The game stayed close for most of
the game as neither team was able to
put together long-lasting scoring runs.
)\\PMMVLWN \PMÅZ[\PITN ;+;=TML
 J]\KW]TL¼^MJMMVJaUWZMQN 

\PMa_MZMVW\WN NZWU\PMÅMTL
“WSU did a good job taking some
things away from us offensively,” Fish
said.
In the second half, the Huskies
came out with a little more energy as
their defense dramatically improved.
“We were smart and did some
things differently in the second half,”
Fish said. “Our team knows what’s on
the line, and if we want to play in the
conference tournament they have to
play hard for 40 minutes.”
What gave SCSU the most trouble
in the game was the inside presence
of Michelle McDonald, who scored a
OIUMPQOPXWQV\[NWZ\PM?IZZQWZ[
as she was able to get open lay-ups
most of the time.
“We knew her weaknesses and for
the most part we forced her to them,”
Moen said.
As WSU is known for their sharp
shooters, the Huskies game plan was
to eliminate them by opening up the
middle and preventing WSU from
knocking down three-pointers, accord-

ing to Fish.
The last two minutes of the game
were intense as SCSU was up 54-51
and was constantly putting pressure on
the ball as WSU was not getting any
open looks.
In the game there were a total of
\]ZVW^MZ[IVLWN \PMUKIUM
from WSU. Perhaps the game’s biggest
turnovers came at 45 seconds when
Moen made a great steal from a Warrior player.
Then with eight seconds left
Amanda Wagner was able to get her
hands the ball when WSU was trying
to force the ball behind the arc.
<PM0][SQM[OZM_UWZMKWVÅLMV\
as the game progressed and sealed the
deal with free-throws till end the game.
¹,MÅVQ\MTa_MPIL\PMTMILNWZI
TQ\\TMJQ\IVLSVM__MPIL\WÅVQ[P
them,” Moen said.
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SCSU swept by U of M
Alex Lessard
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fridays Game

The Huskies got off to a brilliant start
on Fridays game, with a goal coming from
Assistant Captain Alex Nelson. Nelsons
OWITKIUM!" QV\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL<PM 
ranked University of Minnesota soon responded with a goal less than a minute later
that led to an 8-1 victory for the U of M.
The ice seemed to shift in-favor of the
I_Ia\MIUJa\PMMVLWN \PMÅZ[\XMZQWL
as the Huskies were down 5-1. The second
period started just as fast as the game did,

with Minnesota’s Bethany Brausen putting
\PMX]KSQV\PMVM\I\ " QV\W\PM[MKWVL
period.
)N\MZ\PMÅZ[\Y]QKSOWITJa5QVVM[W\I
\PM0][SQM[[MMUML\WÅ`Q\[_MISXWQV\[
and were able to hold Minnesota to only
that one goal in the second period.
By the start of the third period the Huskies were down 6-1, and the third period
was owned by Minnesota. Their seventh
goal came from Amanda Kessel, this would
SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR
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Julie Friend is doing her best to block the puck against a very tough opponent in
Minnesota. The Huskies were swept over the weekend, allowing 15 goals.

